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VABSTRACT
A local approach to cosmology is developed in which it is attempted
to understand, from strictly local considerations, the principal observ-
able properties of homogeneous cosmological models. The local line ele-
ment is obtained for some simple general-relativist ic models. The op-
tical appearance of distant objects, number counts, and the effects
of local inhomogeneit ies on such observations are discussed in the
isotropic case. The concept of the partitioned universe, in which
physical conditions are mimicked by conditions inside a small, ex-
panding cell with perfectly reflecting walls, is developed as a tool
for simplifying the discussion of the background radiation, Olbers'
paradox, the temperature and physical state of the cosmological fluid,
entropy generation, and the effects of anisotropic expansion. This
treatment reveals a possible error in Weinberg's (l9Tl) discussion of
bulk viscosity and entropy generation in the early universe.
vi
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Outlook and Objectives
This work steins from the idea that one should be able to effectively
study a spatially homogeneous universe by considering the conditions in
only a relatively small, "local" region, for if the universe is the same
everywhere then information from other regions should be redundant
(Harrison 1965; also, private communication). In this dissertation we
outline a self-contained local approach to building and studying homo-
geneous cosmological models. We present it as an alternative to the
prevailing global viewpoint.
First, let us consider the question of whether we in fact do live
in a homogeneous universe. Without direct access to cosmologically dis-
tant regions, it is not possible to establish this with absolute cer-
tainty. However, given the observed isotropy of the universe from our
vantage point, we can argue that if there really is large-scale inhomo-
geneity then we must reside in a privileged location, and the priori
probability of that is small. One can plausibly infer (Harrison, private
discussion) that if inhomogeneity of significant fractional amplitude,
exists on a scale then by observing the fractional amplitude of aniso-
tropy in opposite directions to be less than some small value e, we have
fixed our position as being within approximately 6i = el of an extremal
or saddle point of inhomogeneity in the universe. The a priori probab-
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ility of being within such a privileged region is roughly e . Hence, a
high observed degree of isotropy implies that the universe is homogeneous.
This "location principle" is not limited to the case of spherical sym-
metry, but applies in the presence of other observed over-all symmetries
(Ellis and Harrison 197^).
We must be careful, though, how we employ such observations. To
the naked eye, as well as through a telescope pointed systematically •
In many different directions, the night sky actually displays cylindrical
symmetry to a fair degree of accuracy. This is what the Herschels, and
later Kapteyn, found a long time ago in their counts of stars. To apply
the location principle directly to this observation, concluding from it
that we live in a cylindrically-symmetric universe, would be to succumb
at the same time to two quite different pitfalls. The star counts per-
tain to the Galaxy, which we know is an inhomogeneity in the universe of
scale length 10^ pc . The isotropy in the plane of the galactic equator
is due to obscuring clouds which limit our range of vision, hiding the
fact that we live in a non-privileged position with respect to the center
of the Galaxy. On the other hand, the cylindrical symmetry about what
turns out to be the galactic axis hides (from the point of view of the
location principle) the fact that we do lie in a privileged position
along that axis, i.e., nearly exactly in the galactic plane.
It should also be pointed out that while according to the
location
principle the high degree of isotropy of the microwave background
may im-
ply large-scale homogeneity, it does not tell us, in
a model-independent
way, to what scale lengths "local" inhomogeneity
persists. Certainly it
tells us nothing about a scale length of 10^ pc .
Nor does it tell us,
without bringing in specific models, field equations,
and other precon-
ceived notions, even about a scale length of
10^ pc
.
We might be unwill
ing to call "homogeneous" a universe with inhomogeneities on that scale,
even if they average out over 10"'"'^ pc
.
What these exajnples seem to he telling us is that in order to employ
the location principle with a fair degree of confidence we cannot limit
our symmetry measurements to a single type of object or a single region
of the spectrum. With this in mind, we tentatively accept the observed
isotropy of the microwave background, the Hubble law for distant galaxies,
and the n\xmber counts of radio sources as indications that we live in
a homogeneous universe. The future should bring still more varied and
definitive data to substantiate this assiamption or prove it false.
In a local region about some observer, the equivalence principle
tells us that we can set up coordinates, with the observer at the origin,
which are Minkowskian at the observer and depart only slightly therefrom
in the surrounding local region. We make the usual assumption that the
contents of the universe can be represented by a homogeneous "cosmolog-
ical fluid," the fluid motion about the observer being described locally
by a Hubble law. In Chapter II we derive some relatively simple models
by demanding a constant density and pressure on a three-surface ortho-
gonal to the fluid world lines. From Einstein's equations we obtain equa-
tions governing the evolution of the expansion parameters and density and
pressure of the fluid as well as the leading non-Minkowski terms in the
local metric tensor. By homogeneity, an observer in any other region of
the universe observes the same local conditions.
In Chapter III we consider the propagation of photons in the near-
Minkowski metric in some local region and find that it is possible to
express the results in such a way as to be valid over the entire path
of propagation of the photons, not just locally. We are then able to
obtain expressions for the observed optical properties of distant sources
in terms of their physical properties and redshift (and direction, in
anisotropic models); It is also possible in this way to handle the prob-
lem of number counts of extragalactic sources, a topic one might at first
expect could only be treated from the global viewpoint.
In Chapter IV we discuss thermodynamic processes and the background
radiation is cosmology. We develop for this purpose the technique of
imagining the universe to be divided into small cells with perfectly
smooth and reflecting comoving walls, limiting our attention to the con-
tents of one such cell, since by homogeneity the conditions in all cells
are identical.
It will be noted that we undertake no detailed calculations, and
most of our actual results are well known, having been obtained by others
from the global viewpoint. Cosmological models of the types obtained in
Chapter II, as well as others more complicated, have been obtained glob-
ally by means of much more sophisticated mathematical techniques (Mac-
Callum 1973; Ellis and MacCallum I969). Chapter III has much in common
with Ellis' (1971) review of relativistic cosmology. Chapter IV is an
elaboration of the cell technique of Harrison (1965), and obtains known
results except for detecting a possible error in Weinberg's (1971 ) cal-
culation of entropy generation from bulk viscosity.
However, it is emphasized that our main objective here is to incor-
porate a variety of aspects of the study of spatially homogeneous cos-
mology into our local approach concept. It is hoped to provide a useful
alternate outlook which may occasionally lend valuable insight into a
given problem or highlight a point which might otherwise go unnoticed.
We will point out as exainples the effects of local inhomogeneity on ob-
servations of distant objects, and the study of the background radiation
in the presence of time-varying sources, diffuse emission, and absorption.
The local viewpoint also brings into sharp focus the fact that, if quasars
are truly at cosmological distances, their remnants must be present lo-
cally. In fact, whatever we see "out there" must also be nearby, though
perhaps in an evolved form.
Our development of all topics in this dissertation maintains a
heavy physical emphasis with relatively minimal formalism. We take the
point of view that much of the theoretical discussion of cosmology in
the literature is overly formalistic. Many astronomers with imaginative
ideas but little patience for the formalism may be discouraged either
from entering the field at all or from progressing in their study beyond
the classic Robertson-Walker framework. (An an analogy, imagine that
all discussions of electric motors were in terms of the covariant ten-
sorial form of Maxwell's equations.) If the present work succeeds in
making cosmology more readily accessible to a wider variety of researchers
and students, the effort will have been very worthwhile.
B. Notation
We purposely do not provide a unique list of symbols and meanings
for the entire dissertation, but rather try to use the most natural set
of symbols for each topic. Some symbols do take on different meanings
in different places, where there should be no confusion to the reader.
Thus, k can be the curvature constant or Boltzmann's constant, while T
can be an observer's proper time or a characteristic interaction time.
We suppress the speed of light in most equations, setting c El, but do
include it explicitly at some points as an aid to clarity. Greek in-
dices on tensors run from 0 to 3; Latin, 1 to 3. Commas denote partial
differentiation; semicolons, covariant differentiation. Other notation
is either defined in the text, or obvious.
CHAPTER II
LOCAL DERIVATION OF HOMOGENEOUS MODELS
Within a small region of the universe, space will appear nearly
Euclidean to a local observer and the local metric will be very nearly
the Minkowski metric of special relativity. The object here is to es-
tablish the physical conditions and their time evolution in one such
region, for by the requirement of spatial homogeneity the same condi-
tions exist in any other region of the universe. In the present work,
simplifying assumptions are made which limit the range of models obtain-
able. It is hoped, however, that this local approach can be extended
to include many more homogeneous models.
Let us begin by writing the metric tensor as a Taylor series expan-
sion about the origin in locally Cartesian spatial coordinates:
g =n +h ^"''^+h ^^^ + higher order terms (ll.l)
^yv yv yv yv
where n is the Minkowski metric, diag. (1,-1,-1,-1), and we defineyv
h = h .x^ • (II. 2)
yv yv,i
h = ih ..xV . (II. 3)yv 2 yv,ij
The h and - h are time-dependent coefficients in the spatial
yv,i 2 yv,ij
Taylor series, it being understood that the derivatives are evaluated
at the origin. The Riemann tensor involves only first and second deri-
vatives of the metric tensor; hence, to apply Einstein's equations at
the origin requires only terms to second order in the series. We will
not consider higher order terms in this work.
8We make the usual assumption that the contents of the universe
can be thought of as a uniform cosmological fluid. That is, inhomo-
geneities such as galaxies and galaxy clusters are small in scale com-
pared to lengths characterizing the universe as a whole. It should be
noted that this assumption is no more restrictive to the local model-
building approach than to the global approach, for if an inhomogeneity
centered on the local origin persists to such a distance that the h
become comparable to unity or until the recessional velocity approaches
c then the model cannot be considered homogeneous from either viewpoint,
local or globa]
.
A. Symmetries
We will impose restrictive symmetries in order to obtain the local
line element for some relatively simple models. The line element will
be required to be invariant under l) reflection through each of the
three planes determined by pairs of principal axes and 2) rotation
about any principal axis by l80 degrees. These stipulations require the
line element to be invariant under each of the following six transforma-
tions :
(x,y,z) ^ (-x,y ,z)
(x,y,z) (x,-y,z)
(x,y,z) ^ (x,y,-z)
(II.
M
(x,y,z) -> (-x,-y,z)
(x,y,z) (-x,y,-z)
(x,y,z) ^ (x,-y,-z)
By writing the local line element out in full, including
explicitly
the h 1) and h (2)
yv yv exajnining each term, we find that most terms
are eliminated by the above symmetries. Those that remain are listed
below, without their time-dependent coefficients:
2 2
X dt
2 2
z dt
xdxdt
ydydt
zdxdt
2 2
x dx
y dx
2^ 2
z dx
2^ 2X dy
2^ 2
y dy
2. 2
z dy
2^ 2X dz
2, 2
y dz
2^ 2
z dz
xydxdy
xzdxdz
yzdydz
By means of infinitesimal transformations we eliminate the h^^, with
resultant modifications only to higher order terms and to the coeffi-
cients of the terms already present in the list above (see Appendix B).
The resultant local line element now has the form
ds^ = dt^{l + (\>^x^ + <t>^y^ + (t)^z^}
- dx^{l - Ax^ - By^ - Cz^}
- dy^{l - Dx^ - Ey^ - Fz^} (II. 5)
P ? ? ?
- dz {l - Gx - Hy - Iz }
+ Jxydxdy + Kxzdxdz + Lyzdydz
The coefficients (})^, (j)^, and A through L are understood to be func-
tions of t.
or
B. Local Velocity Field; Determination of h^^
The local origin is in free fall and the fluid precisely at the
igin is at rest in the local coordinate system (these conditions are
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required by the l80-degree rotation syTnmetry about each principal axis).
In view of the homogeneity requirement, then, every fluid element is
unaccelerated in its rest frame; i.e., it experiences no (non-gravita-
tional) force. The velocity field in the vicinity of the origin may now
be written as a Hubble law:
• • •
y = - XI + Y yj (II-6)
where X(t), Y(t), and Z(t) are the expansion parameters along the prin-
cipal axes and dots denote time derivatives. The spatial coordinate
axes coincide with the principal axes of expansion of the fluid. Nei-
ther set of axes may rotate, for the rotational axis would establish a
preferred direction, violating the imposed symmetry requirements.
The equation of motion of the fluid is
T^ = 0 (II-T)
where we take the energy-momentum tensor to be that of a perfect
fluid:
= (p + p)u^u^ - 6^P . (II. 8)
The pressure and density are denoted by p and P, respectively, and the
fluid four-velocity is u^ . We will require spatial homogeneity, i.e.,
homogeneity on any three-surface orthogonal to all fluid world lines.
The density and pressure must be constant on the three-surface. With
this stipulation equation (II. 7) leads to the three equations of mo-
i
tion (see Appendix A) .
y _ n (A. 11)u u. - 0 .
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In the near-Minkowski metric and the low-velocity limit which applies
locally about the chosen origin, this becomes (Appendix A)
dx dx
or, with equation (II.6) for the velocity field,
^^°°=-2^x (II. 9a)dx X
^=-2|y (II. 9b)
^''°°
=
-2|z
.
(II. 9c)
dz Z
Equations (II.9) identify cj)^, (j)^, and of equation (II. 5), leading
immediately to
C. Specification of Homogeneous Three-Space
We will refer to the three-surface on which homogeneity is required
as the "homogeneous three-surface" or "three-space". The homogeneous
three-surface is required to be orthogonal to the world lines of the
fluid elements. Hence, it is defined locally about the origin by
u dx^ = 0 (Il-ll)
Y
where dx^ is a vector lying in the three-space. This gives
(11.12)
u dt = - u, dx - u dy - u dz .
o 1 d 2
m •
*
With u° - 1, = I
X, u^ = I y,
and = | z, we get
12
• • •
X Y Zdt = ~ xdx + - ydy + - zdz (II.13)
as the equation specifying the three-surface to the necessary order
of accuracy.
D. Euclidean Three-Space of Homogeneity
The local line element is now in the form
^ 2 ,^2. X 2 Y 2 Z 2-, / , sds = dt {1 - - X --y
-i^iT} (II. lU)
- dx^{l - -By2 - Cz^}
- dy^{i - Dx^ - Fz^)
- dz^{l - Gx2 -Hy2 - Iz2)
+ Jxydxdy + Kxzdxdz + Lyzdydz
Restriction to the homogeneous three-space requires that dt be given by
equation (II.13) so that the line element on that surface may be written
. 2
-ds^ , = d^^{l - Ax^ - By2 - Cz^ - (|) x^}
surf X
+ dy2{l - Dx^ - Ey2 - Fz^ -
9
+ dz^{l - Gx^ - Hy2 - Iz^ - (|) z^}
- 2{| J + ||}xydxdy (II. 15)
- 2{| K + I |}xzdxdz
1 Y Z
- 2{- L + - -lyzdydz .
Now if the three-space is Euclidean we should have
-ds^ = dx^ . dy2 . dz^ (Il-lfi)
surf
13
which allows the following identifications:
B = C = D = F = G= H = 0
A = -
(f ) , E =-(-;-) , I = - (|) (11.17)
One might question whether the x,y,z of equations (II.15) and (II. I6)
are in fact identical. The answer is that by making the identifica-
tions of equation (II. IT) we have chosen the spatial coordinates of
equation (II.I5) to be identical to those of equation (II. 16).
By infinitesimal transformations of the spatial coordinates (Appen-
dix B), the local line element is brought to the diagonal form
^ 2 ^ X 2 Y 2 Z 2,ds =dt{l--x - Y Y - 2^-^
1 X Y 2 1 X Z 2.
cbc{l-2x7y
- 2XZ"^
?r, 1 Y X 2 1 Y Z 2.dy (1 - 2 Y X ^ - 2 Y Z " ^
?r, 1 Z X 2 1 Z Y 2.
^"^^-2ZX^ -2zYy^
11.18)
Thus we have
X 2 Y 2 Z :
^00 = - X ^ - 7 y - Z
^
^IXY 2_|_1XZ^2
^11 ~2XY-^ 2XZ^
_1YX2 lii2
^22"2YX'^ *"2YZ^
_1YX2 1ZY2
^33"2YX^ ^2ZY^
(11.19)
Ik
This metric is locally equivalent, through coordinate transformations,
to the well-known anisotropic line element
ds^ = dt^ - X^(t)dx^ - Y^(t)dy^ - Z^(t)dz^ . (II. 20)
E. Einstein's Equations
The Einstein equations are written formally as
-BttGT^ = - 6^ + X6^ , (11.21)
V V 2 a V V
where = r'^^ is the contracted Riemann tensor and X is the (hypo-
V va
thetical) cosmological constant. Having obtained the local line ele-
ment in a diagonal form, namely
.
ds^ = dt^d + h^^) - dx^d - h^^)
(11.22)
- dy^d - h^^) - dz (1 - h^^) ,
we can employ Dingle's form of Einstein's equations (see for example
Tolman 193^, pp. 252-7). To zeroth order in the spatial coordinates,
we obtain the following useful relations:
'\l 9%2 , ^\l , ^'^3l6iTGp = 5- + ^ + ^ + ^
dy 9x dz dx^
(II. 23a)
+ F ^ 9 - 2^
9z^ 9y
dz 9y 9y 9z
3\l '\o '\o_^, (II.23C)
3x^ 9z
j\l^f^_^\o_^\o_^^
.
(II. 23d)
9y2 9x^ 9x^ 9y^
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Let us subtract equations (ll.23t)), (II. 23c), and ( II. 23d) from
(II. 23a). Using equation (II. lO) for h^^ we find
1 /X Y h ,
3^x"^y"^Z^""3 ^^^P 3P) + X/3 , (II.2I4)
which is a form of Raychaudhuri ' s equation ( Raychaudhuri 1955, 1957;
see also Ellis, 1971).
Equations (II.23) applied to the metric (II. 19) result in
^^^P = If-*- II* II- ^ ("-^^a)
87TGP = II + I + I - X (II. 25b)
=
2^z_^x_^z_ (II. 25c)
X z X z
These are the cosmological equations . Given initial conditions and an
equation of state connecting p and P, they determine the evolution of the
expansion parameters.
F. Isotropic Models
In this section we restrict our attention to isotropic models. In
addition to the symmetries imposed earlier, by which the line element
is invariant under the transformations (II.M, isotropy also requires
its invariance under permutation of the coordinates x, y, and z:"
(x,y,z) ^ (y,z,x) (II. 26a)
(x,y,z) - (z,x,y) (II. 26b)
These requirements bring the local line element to the form, similar to
equation ( TI
. 5 )
,
16
ds'- = dt^^d + 0(x'' + + z^)}
- dx^{l - Ax^
o
- C/,")
- dy^{l - Cx^' -Ay2 -
- dz^{l - Bx^ - A.'-)
+ Jfxydxdy + xzdxdz + yzdydz}
(II.PT)
By Lnl'irii t,o;--, iirial t rans format ions of the spatial coordinaLes (Ai)pendix B),
this can be simplified to the form
ds^ = dt'Ml + (f)r^) - (1 - Ar^)(dx''' + dy^ + dz^') ( 11.28)
? ? ? 2
where r' = x + y^ + z'. (One might argue for equation (II. ?8) directly
on the basis of isotropy.)
The fluid velocity near the origin is given by the Hubble law
V =
1^
(xi + yj + zk) . (ri.?9)
The equations of mot.ion (A.l'O wiiich led to equations (11.9) i" t-he
anisotropic case now reduce to the single equation
(}) = - I .
(11.30)
The continuity equation (A.J/j) of Appendix A now reads, in the isotropic
case
,
p + 3 I (p
+ P) = 0 . (11.31)
The four Einstein equations (II.23) reduce to two:
RtiGp = 6a - a (II. 32a)
8TTGP = 2A -H 2I - A .
l',<] U ,.,,Uori:-, (il.^l) .-irKi (11.^,2) I, hen specify the following oqu;i,t. ion for' A:
IT
A + (2A - |)| = 0 . (11.33)
The solution to equation (II.33) is
A = |(|)%ij5 (n.3M
where k is an arbitrary constant. We normalize k to one of the values
k = + 1, 0 (11.35)
by redefining R according to R ^ l^jR, which is permissible because it
does not alter the Hubble law. By equations (II. 30) and (II. 3^), the
local line element (II.28) reaches the form
2
.
2 ^^2r, R 2, . 1 ,Rs 2 Ik 2w, 2^^ 2
_^
, 2.
ds = dt (1 - - r } - {1 - - (-) r "
g
~2 ^ ^^^^ + dz }
R
k = + 1, 0 . (11.36)
This line element is locally equivalent, through coordinate transforma-
tions, to the Robertson-Walker line element
2
ds^ = dt^ - o o (dx^ + dy^ + dz^) . (II.3T)
(1+^kr^)^
The Einstein equations (11.32), with equations (II. 3^) and (II.35),
yield the cosmological equations
SttGp = 3(|)^ + 3 \ - A (II. 38a)
^ R^
-8TrGP= (|)%^-2|- A . (I1.38b)
^ R^ ^
From these two equations we can also recover the Raychaudhuri equation
for the isotropic case:
R
= _ in (P+3P) + A/3 . (11-39)
R 3
18
The above cosmological equations are identical, as they must be, to the
usual equations obtained from the Robertson-Walker metric.
G. Non-Euclidean Three-Space of Homogeneity
Earlier we derived the line element for a "flat" anisotropic model
by demanding that the three-surface orthogonal to the fluid world lines
,
on which homogeneity is required, be Euclidean. Generalizing now to a
non-Euclidean three-surface, let it be thought of as imbedded locally
in a Euclidean four-dimensional space having Cartesian coordinates x',
y', z', and £, where the i axis is oriented orthogonal to the three-
surface at the origin. The primed spatial axes coincide with the prin-
cipal axes of curvature of the three-surface, which can then be described
(Robertson and Noonan I968, Chapter T) by
where ^^2"^ ' ^""^ ^3'^^ principal radii of curvature, and
are functions of t. The line element on the surface is
-ds^ = dx'^ + dy'^ + dz'^ + d^ (II. Hi)
surf
which by eqiiation ( II . i*0) becomes
-ds^ ^ = dx'^d + K^^x'^) + dy'^d + K^^y'^)
surf 1
+ dz'^d + k/z'^) + 2K K^x'y'dx'dy' (II. 1*2)
+ 2K^ic^x'z'dx'dz' + 2K2K2y'?^'(iy'dz'
.
We wish to identify equation (ll.i*2) with equation
(II. 15) so as
to determine the h. .. However, the absence of
cross terms in equation
(II. UO) requires, as noted, that the primed axes be
oriented along the
19
principal axes of curvature of the three-surface, while the absence of
cross terms in the Hubble law (II.6) requires that the unprimed axes
of equation (II.15) are oriented along the principal axes of expansion
of the fluid. By the symmetries we have already imposed, both sets of
principal axes must coincide with the unprimed axes, so there is no
further loss of generality at this point by equating the primed and
unprimed coordinates. Thus, we make the following identifications:
• 2
^11 - - ^x^ ^ - ^1 ^
• 2
V, -
2 2 2
• 2
V, - 2 2 2
(IIA3)
12 ~ " X Y " "l"2
^"h = - - - xy - K^K^ xy
X Z
^13 = - X Z - ^1^3
^23 = - I I - ^2^3
By means of infinitesimal spatial coordinate transformations (Appendix B),
the metric may now be brought to the diagonal form
^ 2 Y 2 Z 2
,,,,
N
1XY21XZ21 21 2
^11 = 2X7^ ^2XZ^ ^2W -^2^ ^"'^^^^
1YX2^1YZ2^1 2^1 2 ,,,, s
^22 = 2YX^ ^IXZ"- -^2^ -^2^ ^""^^'^
1ZX2 1ZY2^1 2^1^_^2 , s
^33 = 2ZX" '2Z1^ '2^3V 2 ^3^ ' ^"'^^"^
In the isotropic case, we have = = = K and X = Y = Z E R,
20
by which equations (lI.UU) above simplify to
R 2
^00 " ~ R (Il.ii^a)
• 2
•"l] " ^22 " ^33 " 2 ^^1^ "^^^^^ • (TT.lt5b)
This is identical to the isotropic line element (II.36) derived in the
previous section if x and k are related by
K^(t) = k/R^(t)
. (Il.ii6)
It is clear that the homogeneous three-surface can be thought of as a
three dimensional sphere of radius K~'^ = R, °°, or /3 R imbedded in a
four dimensional flat space, which is the usual interpretation of the
spatial part of the Robertson-Walker metric. For K = 0, we recover the
flat isotropic model obtainable by setting X = Y = Z = R in the metric
(ri.19). (Actually, metrics (II.I9) and (11.^45) so altered still do
not at rir;;t appear identical, but they differ by terms which can be
eliminated through coordinate transformations.)
For the metric (II.HH), the Einstein equations (II.23) yield the
conmological equations
-8TTGP = 11+ K2<3 f ^ | - ^ ("-'^^^^
X Z 13 X Z
Ai^KK -.i + i- A . (II. ^^Td)
X Y 12 X Y
Comparing equations (II. U?) with equations (II.25) for the flat model,
we see that the curved anisotropic model leaves three additional func-
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tions of t, to be determined: k^k^, k^k^, and k^k^. It is found, however,
that only one equation can be brought independently to bear, namely, the
continuity equation (A. 15),
• • •
P + (P + P)(| + Y + |) = 0 . (A.J/;)
Applied to equations (lI.^T), this yields (Appendix C)
'X
.
Y
^1^3^ ^ 1^ ^^2''3^' V3^Y ^ 1^ = " ' iU.h^)
which is not sufficient to determine the three functions '^j_K2'
"^1*^3'
and K^K.^, except in special cases. One example is the case where
= = = 0, which is just the flat model discussed earlier. How-
ever, we note that only the products of the k's appear in the equations
(lI.i+T) and (II.U8). Therefore if, say, we let k.^^ = = 0, we recover
the cosmological equations for the flat model without saying anything
about K^. The homogeneous three-surface may then have a finite radius
of curvature and be circumnavigable in one direction, yet still have a
flat geometry, just as the Euclidean metric of a flat sheet of paper is
unaltered by rolling the paper into a cylinder.
Another example is the isotropic case, for which equation (ll.ii8)
yields K <^ l/R, which is equivalent to equation (11.^46).
In the case of cylindrical symmetry j we are able to obtain an iso-
tropic model with spatial curvature. Let
Y = Z E L (lI.U9a)
= 0 illM^)
= K3 E K . (Il-'^9c)
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Then equation ( II. 1+8) yields
The geometry here is clearly that of another kind of cylinder, having
curvature in two principal directions and flat in the third. That part
of the homogeneous three-surface specified by z= const, is a sphere im-
bedded in a three dimensional flat space. By analogy with the isotropic
case, we write
/k = 1, 0, or .
The cosmological equations (II.U7) are then
(11.51)
• 2
SttGp = 2 I ^ + (~) + ^
- a (II. 52a)
L
. 2 ••
-87TGP =(^) +\+2^-A (II. 52b)
L
XL+X+L.X (^PP^^^^)
. (11.52c)
X L X L twice
H. Evolution of Anisotropy in Flat Model
In typical treatments of anisotropic cosmology, the 3x3 expansion
matrix is split into an isotropic part and an anisotropic part (see for
example Ellis 1971) in the following way (all our matrices will be
diagonal here )
:
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' X
0 0
0 0
1 /X Y Z,
,
(11.^3)
y
1 (2 ^- ^
/ -5 ^ Y V
3 Y X
1 (P 2 _ X _ Y> /
3 Z X Y^
Equation (ll,53) may be re-written
H.
.
= 4 (trace H. . )6. . + a.
.
ij 3 ij ij ij
(II. 5M
where H. . denotes the expansion matrix and a. . denotes the second matrix
on the right-hand side of equation (11.53), which is the anisotropy
matrix or "rate of shear" matrix. Now let us restrict our attention
to a flat anisotropic model with no cosmological constant. Setting A
and the k's equal to zero, equations (ll.25"b-d) lead to
^x"y"z~"yz XZ XY (11.55)
and two analogous equations obtainable by permuting X Y Z in equa-
tion (11.55). Differentiating 0^^ to get a^^ and using equation (11.55)
we obtain
a = - a trace H . ^ (11.56)
11 11 J
Again, permutations produce similar equations for o^^ and a^^, leading
to
2l4
=
- trace H .
( j ^ _ .3.^
)
Thus we see that in an expanding model o. falls off as
X j
a., oc (xYZ)-l
.
weIn hlllis' (1971) terminology, we would define £ = (XY7,)-^^\ Then
have
TP we accept a.
.
as a measure of anisotropy as E]lis and also
Misner (19^)0) both do, then equation (II.59) says that the anisotropy
decays away rapidly in a flat perfect-fluid expanding model. However,
a. . involves differences in the three principal Hubble "constants"
X/X, Y/Y, and 7,/Z. The Hubble constants tend to fall off rapidly with
time, so that their differences would be expected to decrease in abso-
lute magni t,udr' . Anot,her measure of anisotropy, one involving ratio s
of the three Hubble constants, need not decrease. For example, let us
define the quantity
a., = --i^ , (11.60)
which represents differences in the Hubble constants as a fraction of
the mean Hubble constant l/l (we might schematically write a..
AH /H ). By differentiation, we find
iJ i.i
(11.61)
which becomes by equation (II.59)
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a.
.
+ 2^ 11.62)
or,
a.
.
--r-[2a/lf ^l/l] . (11.63)
ij
1/3Using S, = (XYZ) and equation (ll.2l+) we can bring equation (TI.63)
to the form
• 2 '2 • ?
y
- [q U7) + (7) + (-) } + - 7TG(p +
i.i 1/9..
a.
. J ^9 ^^X^ ^ ^2} ^ ^ 9 ^^^P 3P)] (II.6I4)
which means that a. ./a is a positive quantity in an expanding model.
Expressed as a.., the anisotropy therefore grows in magnitude. If the
Hubble constants are today within, say, 1% of each other, then in the
early universe they must have been equal to within much less than 1^, in
the flat model we have considered.
I. Spatial Geometry
In this section we examine briefly the geometrical properties of
the three-space of homogeneity. The line element in this space is given
by equation (ll.^2),
? o P? 2 22 2 2
dS = dx"(l + X ) + dy (1 + y ) + dz (1 + z")
+ 2K^K:^xydxdy + 2K^<2Xzdxdz + 2K^^zd.YAz (II.65)
where we have written
dS^ E - ds^ ^ . (IT. 66)
surf
By infinitesimal transformations the line element (II. 65) is brought to
the form
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_
, 2,_ 1 2 1 2,dS
- dx (1 - - K^K^y - -
)
+ dy^d - I K^K^x^ - I Kg'^B^^^ (11.67)
+ dz^d-^K^K^X^ -
I K^K^y^) .
The non-zero components of the Riemann tensor R for the metricijkl
(II.6T) are
^2121 " " V2 (II. 68a)
^3131 ^ ~ '^l'^3 (II. 68b)
^3232 ^ ~ '^2*^3 (II. 68c)
plus all components obtained by permutations of the indices of the above
components and the known symmetry properties of R. . In the flat
1 J K J-
models the k's are zero, so that we simply have
R.
.,
= 0 , (11.69)ijkl
which merely confirms that the three-space of homogeneity is Euclidean.
In the general isotropic case the Riemann tensor becomes
R = -k/R^
ijij
(II. TO)
k = + 1,0 .
We now examine the three-space geometry in terms of the geodesic
deviation equation (see for example Weinberg 1972, p. l't8),
^ (5x^) = 6x^—— . (II. Tl)
2 ^ ^ %cd dS dS
DS
We consider a pair of parallel or near-parallel geodesies inscribed in
the three-space, passing very near the origin and separated by an in-
finitesimal vector 6x^ orthogonal to the geodesic lines. The geodesic
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deviation equation describes the absolute behavior of 6x^ as a func-
tion of the arc lenp.th S along either geodesic. That is, it te.lJs us
whether the two geodesies curve together or apart. Although canbed
be computed from the near-Euclidean line element (II. 6?) only at the
origin (the metric is only accurate to second order), the relative cur-
vature of the geodesies can be established independently of position,
due to the requirement of homogeneity.
In the flat case where the k's are all zero, equation (lI.Tl)
simply becomes
o
, ^ (6x^) = 0 (11.72)
DS"
which states the fact that geodesies in a Euclidean space are straight
lines and the separation between any two of them is a linear function
of S. Parallel geodesies remain parallel; diverging geodesies continue
to diverge.
in the isotropic models with spatial curvature, we can without loss
of generality consider the two geodesic lines to be directed along the
X axis [dx'^/dS = (l, 0, O)], separated by the infin L lesimal vector
6x^ = (0,6y,0) at the origin. Equation (lI.Tl) becomes, through equa-
tion (IT. 70 K
(5y) = _ (k/R2)6y . (11.73)
DS
Por k = - 1, the geodesies diverge; for k = + 1, they converge. The case
k = 0 is the flat model again. Because of isotropy, the orientation of
the axes is arbitrary. Hence, for k = + 1 it is clear from equation
{1L.'(^) that any two geodesies which intersect at an infinitesimal angle
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at one point in the three-space will intersect again after traversing
a distance S = ttR. Now imagine a very large number of geodesic lines
emanating isotropically from one point in the three space. Since equa-
tion (II. 73) could be applied to any pair of neighboring geodesies, we
see that the entire set of radial lines converges back to one point at
a distance ttR. This distance clearly corresponds to half the circum-
ference of a sphere, with the geodesies as great circles spanning the
whole of its surface. The result agrees with the fact that the circum-
ference of a closed universe in the Robertson-Walker metric is 27tR (see
for- example Tolman 193^, pp. 371-2).
The volume of the homogeneous three-space is finite for k=+ 1 and
can be calculated as follows. Consider a narrow cone of geodesies
directed along the x axis near the origin of coordinates. The cross-
2
sectional area of the bundle is 6A = Tr(6y) . Equation (11.73) gives
DS R
Let us again consider a great number of radial geodesic lines emanating
from some point. The cross-sectional area filled by those of the geo-
desic lines directed into an infinitesimal solid angle dQ, is equal to
o
2
S d2 in the neighborhood of this point. The solution to equation (II. 7^)
o
for this infinitesimal bundle is then seen to be
6A = sin^(S/R) . (11.75)
o
Thus we see that the total area of that surface consisting of all points
a distance S from the focal point is
A = UttR^ sin^(S/R) . (11.76)
We note
and
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2
A = hnS (small S) (II.TT'
A ^ 0 (S TTR)
. (11.78)
The volume contained within the surface is
V = /AdS = 27tR^[S/R -
I sin(S/R)] . (II.T9;
We note
and
V =
I
ttS^ (small S) (II. 80)
ttR
V = / AdS
u
o
(II. 81)
2 3
= 2lT R^
where V is the total volume of the universe. Equations (II.76) -
u
(11.81) are the same as those obtained in the usual way from the Robertson-
Walker metric.
J. Godel's Model
In this section we seek from the local approach a completely dif-
ferent kind of homogeneous model from those we discussed earlier. Here
we look for a static rotating model with rotational symmetry, correspond-
ing to the model derived originally by Godel (19^9)- The rotation of
the cosmological fluid relative to gyroscopes complicates the equations
of motion and prevents us from picking out a three-surface orthogonal
to the fluid world lines, since such a surface no longer exists (this
is simply the well-known impossibility of synchronizing clocks on a
rotating ring or disk). However, the stipulations of rotational sym-
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metry and time invariance provide many simplifications, allowing us to
find a model fairly easily.
We write the local metric tensor in the general near-Minkowski
form of equations (ll.l) - (11.3). Bince we are looking for a static
model, the coefficients in the spatial Taylor series for the h are
constants. We choose the z axis as the axis of rotational symmetry.
The line element is required to "be invariant under the transformations
(x,y,7.) ^ (-x,-y,z) (II. 82a)
(x,y,z) (-y,x,z) (ll.82b)
(x,y,z) ^ (y,-x,z) (ll.82c)
(x,y,z,t) -> (-x,y,-z,-t) (lT.82d)
(x,y,z,t) (x,-y,-z,-t) (ll.82e)
whore a, b, and c are rotations about the z axis by iBO degrees and
+ 90 degrees, respectively, while d and e express the stipulation that
the model be invariant under time flow reversal accompanied by reversal
of the direction of rotation. The above syinmetry requirements eliminate
all the h^^^ and all the h^!^ except for two terms which appear in the
oi oi
line element as a(ydxdt - xdydt), where "a" is some constant. Similarly,
the symmetry requirements eliminate all the h[j^ except for two terms
which appear as b(yd.xdz - xdydz), where "b" is some constant. By means
of a transformation
X = x' cos (|- at) - y' sin at)
y = y' cos (|- at) + x' sin (|- at)
the term a(ydxdt - xdydt) is eliminated from the line
element. (Another
term, - ^ a^ (
x^ + y'' )dt2
,
appears, but this is just incorporated into
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(2)
^00 ' ^^^^^ unspecified.) By means of another transformation,
X = X ' - - by •
z
y = y ' + |- bx ' z
the term b(ydxdz - xdydz) is also eliminated. (Again, additional terms
(2)
are produced, which are incorporated into h. . . ) Hence, we are left with
1 J
the line element
ds^ = dt^d + h^^) - dx^d - h^^) ^ dy^d - h^^)
- dz^d - h^^) + 2h^2^^y dh^^'^xdz + 2h22dydz (II. 83)
(2)
where the h are now all understood to be h
yv yv
The stipulation that the model be static, with the z axis as an
axis of rotational symmetry, requires that the fluid velocity field near
the origin be of the form of a rotation:
V = a)(x3 - yi) (II. 8M
where 00 is a constant.
As in the derivation of the non-rotating models we again have from
Appendix A the equations of motion
dvi^l!!;OO^Q (A. 15)
dt 2 ^ i
With V given by equation (II.8U) this becomes
^^00
- o 2 (II. 85a)
9x
= 20) X
9y
Hence we obtain
00 ^ 2a)2y . (II. 85b)
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^00 " "^^^"^^ • (11.86)
Because the fluid rotates we cannot specify a three-surface of homo-
geneity orthogonal to the fluid world lines, but since the present model
is static p and P are constant throughout any three-space. Let us con-
sider the three-surface specified by t = const. On this surface we have
-^4rf = ^'(1 - ^11^ ^^^^^ - ^22^ " ^^'(1 -
(II. 87)
- 2h^2^^y - 2h^2^xdz - 2h22dydz.
Proceeding as in the derivation of the non-rotating models, we compare
equation (II. 87) with equation (II.U2) and make the identifications
2 2
^11 = - ^1 ^
2 2
^22 = - ^2 y
2 2
^33 = - "3 ^
(11.88)
^12 = - ^1^2^y
^13 = - 'l'3"'
^23 = - ^2^3^^ •
By means of infinitesimal transformations (Appendix B) of the spatial
coordinates we can eliminate the off-diagonal h . Also, due to rota-
tional symmetry about the z axis we must have = = k. The metric
is brought to the form
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V. -
1 2 2 1 2h^^
- - K X + - K K^z (II. 89c)
h^^ = I K K3(x2 + y2) . (ri.89d)
Einstein's equations (II.23) for the metric (II.89) become
SttGp = + 2k - a (II. 90a)
.-8.GP=KK3-.2_, (appears^
=
-
20)^
- X
. (11.90c)
One simple solution to equations (II.90) is
P = 0 (II. 91a)
^3 = 0 (II. 91b)
2 2
X =
-a) = -K = - l+TTGp (II. 91c)
by which the h become
h^Q = w^(x^ + y^) (II. 92a)
\l = 2^ y"" (II. 92b)
^22 " i '^^^^ (11.92c )
h^^ = 0 . (I1.92d)
The above solution is equivalent to Godel's original model, which is
seen as follows. Godel wrote the line element in the form
ds^ = Ua^{dt^ - dr^ - dy^ + (sinh^r - sinh^r)d(J)^
+ 2/2 sinh^r d(t)dt}
(11.93)
where "a" is some constant. We apply the coordinate transformations
t t/2a
r ^ r/2a
z y/2a (sic)
3k
and expand sinh(r/2a) in a Taylor series about r = 0, defining
2 2 2
<i> = cotan~~'"(x/y)
vhich results in
2 2ds = dt + — (xdydt - ydxdt)
- dx^d - y^/6a^) - dy^d - x^/6a^) (II.9I4)
^2 3
- dz - — xydxdy
.
a
To eliminate the off-diagonal terms we perform the infinitesimal trans-
formation
X ^ X - (-^)xy2
y ^ y - (-^^)x^y
2Ua"^
followed by a transformation to a rotating frame:
f/2_t. . //2 tvX ^ X cos i-^) - y sin i—^)
,
yf2 t x . iy/2 tvy ^ y cos \-7r—) + X sm (—
—
2a 2a
The result is
ds^ = dt^{l + (^)(x2 + y^)}
2a (11.95)
2 2
- dx^d - ^) - dy^d - ^) - dz^.
lia i+a
We see that the line element (II.95) and the metric (II. 92) are iden-
tical if we make the identification
1
to
/2
(11.96)
With K2=0, the geometry of the three-surface t = const, is locally
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the same as that of the three-space of homogeneity of the expanding
anisotropic model with cylindrical symmetry which we derived earlier.
Suppose ve had / 0? The special cases = k and k = 0 both result,
by equations (II.90), in 03=0. There exists nevertheless an infinite
range of solutions to equations (II.90) having 7^ 0 and co # 0 which
the local approach does not seem to rule out, at least at its present
stage of development. Unfortunately, it is known that GBdel's (19^49)
model is the only static, rotating model possible.
K. Isotropic Cosmology in the Weak-Field Theory
The metric
g = ri + h ( TT Q7
1
where the h^^ are small perturbations on a background Minkowski metric
%v' "basis for the approximate treatment of Einstein's equations
known as the "weak-field theory" (see for example Robertson and Noonan
1968, 255 f). The weak-field line element is
ds^ = dt^d + 2\l)) - (1 - 2(l))(dx^ + dy^ + dz^) (II.98)
where Einstein's equations in the low-velocity limit give
V^ijj = - UttGCp + 3P) (II. 99a)
V^cf) = - U7tG(p - P) . (I1.99h)
((}) does not appear in what follows.)
Using the weak-field theory it is possible to obtain the cosmolog-
ical equations for an isotropic model (Peebles I969). Let us write \l)
as a Taylor series about the origin in an expanding universe, taking
\p = 0 at the origin:
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ip =
i> .
i 1 ij
2 ^,iJ
X x"
(11.100)
+ higher order terms
(From this point on it will be understood that the Taylor series has
been cut off at second order.) The imposition of isotrupy restricts
this series to the form
^ =
Ar^ (TT.im
where A is some function of t. From equation (11.99) we obtain
2
3
which gives
A = - I 7TG(p + 3P) (Il.i02)
i|j = -
I
TTG(p + 3P)r^
. (11.103)
The velocity field in the vicinity of the origin is given by the Hubble
law
V = - r . (II.IOI4)
We apply the equations of motion (lI.T) to the energy-momentum tensor
(11.8) with the metric given by (II. 98). The treatment is as in Appen-
dix A, where we require p and P to be constant on any three-surface
orthogonal to the fluid world lines. The result is
1+ |7TG(p + 3P) = 0 (equation) (ii.i05a)R 3 of motion
p 3 I (P ^ P) = 0
(Continuity^ (IT. 105b)
R equation
These are of course the usual cosmological equations for isotropic models
Having derived the cosmological equations for isotropic models from
the weak- field theory and the fluid equations of motion it is natural
to ask whether the same derivation can be extended to the anistropic
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case, where the local velocity field is given by equation (II.6). The
answer is no, for the following reason. In the anisotropic case we
must generalize the Taylor series for to the form
il; = Ax^ + By2 + Cz^ . (II. 106)
Equation (II.99) now gives
A + B + C = I
TrG(p + 3P) (II.IO?)
which is only one relation among the three unknown functions A(t), B(t),
and C(t). The equations of motion in the weak-field theory come to
I 2A = 0 (11.108a)
7 + 2B = 0 (II. 108b)
I + 2C = 0 (II. 108c)
• • •
p + (p + P)(| + I + |) = 0 . (I1.108d)
It is clear that the weak-field theory does not provide enough inform-
ation about A, B, and C to result in integrable cosmological equations,
(in the usual applications of weak-field theory it is stipulated as a
boundary condition that the h^^ go to zero at large distances, in which
case equations (11.99) are solved in terms of retarded potentials. That
method is inapplicable in the present context.)
L. A Gravitational Wave-Dominated Universe
It is well-known that the energy contained in gravitational radia-
tion can act as a source of additional gravitational fields (Misner et
al. 19T3; Isaacson I968). In this section we construct from the local
approach a homogeneous isotropic model filled with gravitational radia-
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tion and having T^^ = 0. We employ the weak-field theory, in which we
shall at first write the metric tensor in the near-Minkowski form
^yv " V %v ' (11.109)
where the H are a superposition of the weak-field terms H^^^ of in-
^ yv
coherent gravitational plane waves
%v " ^ "iv^ • (11.110)
Each plane wave is of the form (Weinberg 1972)
"iv^ = %v ^^P(il^A^^) V ^^P^-i^x^^) (11.111)
where
and
kyk^ = 0 (11.112)
1 VJ 1 , y , ,Vv = 2Vy • (11-113)
Equations ( II. Ill), (II. 112), and (11.113) are obtained from the metric
(11.109), the vacuum Einstein equations (with no cosmological constant)
R^^ = 0 (ii.iiM
and use of the harmonic coordinate conditions
g^^ r'^ = 0 (11.115)
^ yv
.
where the are the Christoffel symbols for the metric g . To first
yv yv
order in the H , equation (II. 115) is
yv' ^
(a)y ^lp^(a)y (II.II6)
v,y 2 y,v
by which equation (lI.llU) becomes
n^H^^^ = 0 . (II. 117)I—
' yv
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Now we modify equation ( II. 109) by including in g^^ the possible
existence of additional terms k^^ which are assumed to be of higher
order than the H^^ and hence do not affect any of the previous equations
concerning H^^. Then we have
V = \v %v \v ' (11.118)
We again employ the vacuum field equation (lI.llU) and the harmonic con-
dition (11.115), keeping only terms to fir'st and second order in H and
first order in k^^. After a tedious calculation the first order terms
%v equations (II.II6) and ( II. 117) and we obtain the
following equation for k^^^
0\v = ^uv (11.119)
where
K = 1 h2 - H ^
yv 2 6,v y,a 2 6,v ay.
2 6,v a,y 2 6 y,av 2 3 ay,v
^hV -|h2 -^h^ h ^
8 a,yv 2 B,y v,a 2 3,y av
- h2 - ^h^h^ - ^h^h ^ (11.120)
3,y a,v 2 3 v,ay 2 3 av,y
V, y3,a V, y3,a a, y3,v
2 a, v3,y 2 a, vy,3 ,a y3,v
a3 „ „a3 „
^ "
,a^v3,y - " ,a yv,3
'
Let /k \ be the average of K over a time period that is long compared\ yv/ yv
to the inverse frequency and a volume large compared to the wavelength
of any of the plane waves. We make the assumption that there is no
ho
gravitational radiation with cosmologically large wavelengths, so that
many averaging volumes are contained in a region which is cosmologically
local. Then in this region, under the assumptions of isotropy and homo-
geneity, we may write equation (II.II9) as
^\v(^^) = (V^^)) (11.121)
with the solution
(a)Using the H^^' of equat ion (11.111) we find that averaging over
time and volume yields the relations
<^(5: H^«^ )(i H^^) ))\^ a3,Y ^ 6e,n /
= y e'*>" e<=^' k'^' k<^'
Si
Equations (11.112), (11.113), (lI.120) and (II.123) result in
/k \ (e^j)* e^^)^'^ |e^^^°'|2)k^^)k^^^ (II.12M\yv/ 2^ a3 2' a' yv
Summing over all angles for an isotropic distribution of plane waves
leads to the expressions
^ a
/k..\ = ^ /k \ 6.. (Il.l25h)\ ij / 3 \ 00/ ij
(^^o^y = 0 .
(11.125c)
Ill
Then by equation ( II. 121) we have
"a'
2
k (r) - — S (J^'>* 1 I (a)a|2,
^00^"^^
- k ^ '^(a)^^aB ^ - 2 1^ a' ^ (II. 126a)
^ij^"^ = 3 W^^^j (II. 126b)
^Oi^''^ " ° • (II. 126c)
Under the averaging process described previously the H drop out of
the metric. The form of the local cosmological metric has thus been
determined. What remains is to determine the time evolution of the k
Each gravitational vave in the local near-Minkowski metric propa-
gates at speed unity (c = l) with a wave vector k^. To utilize the homo-
geneity principle we postulate the existence of a set of comoving, free-
falling observers distributed throughout the universe, each of whom
observes identical physical conditions. Locally these observers must
have velocities relative to the origin given by the Hubble law
y(r) = I r . (II. 12?)
Let the observer at the origin observe a gravitational wave which is
propagating in the x direction with wave vector k^ = (k^, k^, 0, O).
As a pair of wave crests passes by, he observes the wave vector at time
t^ to be
(11.128)
= (a)(tQ), a)(tQ), 0, 0) .
An observer located at r = (Ax, 0, O) observes the same crests after a
time At = Ax. However, this observer is moving at a velocity
1+2
y = (- Ax, 0, 0). The wave vector in his rest frame is determined by
a Lorentz transformation to that fraine, vhich yields the relation
(.(t^-KAt) = (1 - I Ax)a)(tJ (11.129)
R
• y 1 h\( +
0
which leads to
dw
_
R
dt " R • (11.130)
Thus, as it propagates through the universe the gravitational wave
undergoes a redshift:
0) cc i/R
. (11.131)
Due to homogeneity and isotropy, the result is general.
We also find that the stipulation of homogeneity and isotropy as
viewed by the comoving observers requires that the gravitational radia-
tion be inhomogeneous in the non-comoving system, which leads further-
more to a time-varying amplitude for the gravitational waves. The rest
frame of a local comoving observer at r has a velocity v = — r relative
~ ~ R ~
to the origin. A Lorentz transformation LT(v) to this frame would re-
sult in anisotropy unless the tensors describing the gravitational waves
vary in space in a way equivalent to the inverse Lorentz transformation
(LT(-v) at each point. Consider what this means for a wave propagating
in the +x direction. The wave vector in the neighborhood of the origin
must have the form
k° = (1 + I x)a)
= (1 + |x)a)
(11.132)
1 3 Rk =-za)
h3
where O) is the value of k° observed at the origin. The wave amplitude
e^^ also varies in space, being given by LT(-| r) acting on the value
of e^^ at the origin. In order to satisfy the wave equation ( II. 117)
we will find that e^^ must also depend on t . We write
"
^v^^'^^ ^""P ^^/V^^ '''''' (11.133)
where "c.c." means "complex conjugate of previous term". Equations
(II. 117), (11.132), and ( II. 133) taken together result in two equations,
one of which is
Multiplying through by e
^
we find
(The term ^
y ^JJ ^
"
^ ^ ^
vanishes because the spatial variation
of e^ was only due to a Lorentz transformation, which leaves scalar pro-
ducts unchanged.
)
e*j^ e^ cc i/r2 . (11.136)
Similarly, by taking the trace of equation^ (I1.13^) we find
ej^ a 1/R . (11.137)
Again, although equations (11.136) and (11.137) have been derived for a
wave propagating in the +x direction, the results are general.
Using equations (11.136) and ( II. 137) in equations ( II. 126) we now
see that the terms k in the near-Minkowski local metric vary with time
yv
according to
hk
•"yv " • (11.138)
The resulting cosmological metric is identical in form and time develop-
ment to a model dominated by electromagnetic radiation. It is interest-
ing to note that the same result could have been obtained by using the
energy-momentum pseudotensor (Weinberg 1972) of the gravitational waves,
as though it were a true tensor, in Einstein's equations.
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CHAPTER III
OPTICAL APPEARANCE OF DISTANT OBJECTS
In this chapter we demonstrate how the optical appearance of dis-
tant sources of radiation in homogeneous models can be ascertained with-
in the framework of a local approach to cosmology. The light impinging
upon a telescope from a distant source was originally emitted into a
cone of infinitesimal solid angle. In an expanding universe, the indi-
vidual photons are redshifted and their arrival times are spread out.
In addition, the divergence angle of the cone of radiation is altered by
the Riemannian curvature of the metric as the photons propagate. A de-
tailed consideration of these effects allows us to relate such observed
properties as the received flux and angular dimensions of the source
to its redshift and intrinsic physical properties such as luminosity
and linear size. We will be mostly concerned with isotropic models,
but will include some discussion of anisotropic models later in the
chapter.
A. Propagation of a Pencil of Photons
Photons follow null geodesies, with four-velocity k^:
k^ = dx^/dw (III.I)
A = 0 (III. 2)
a
where w is the preferred parameter along the geodesic. In a local frame
having four-velocity u^ the observed frequency of the photon is
0) = k\ . (III. 3)
a
The geodesic equation for a photon is
h6
Dk^i ^ n a
_ ^
D
where
- is the total covariant derivative with respect to v along the
geodesic. By equations (ill. 3) and (ill.!,), the observed frequency
varies according to
do)
_ a 3
dw ^ • (III. 5)
Given a pencil of radiation propagating from an observer A to another
observer B, suppose that a certain number of photons passes by A in a
small observed time 6t^ in A's rest frame. These same photons later
pass by B in an observed time 6t^ in B's rest frame. These photons com-
prise a segment of the pencil, for which we may define a connecting vec-
tor 6x^ from front to back along the direction of propagation, such that
u^6x°'=
-6t
. (III. 6)
The requirement
6x^ oc • (III. 7)
along with equation (ill. 6) defines 6x^ as
u
•Sx = - 6t . (III. 8)
k u
a
Now writing 6x^ as
6x = xT 1 - x"; ^ (III. 9)oack front v-^-^-^-;?;
we can obtain
^ (6x^) = - k^ dx"" . (III. 10)Dw ;a
By equations (ill. 6) and (ill. 10), making use of simplifications avail-
able through the geodesic equation (lll.i+), 6t is seen to vary according to
1^7
^ (6t) = - 1^6,^ w Dw (III. 11)
or
"b
" (III. 12)
Hence, the observed rate of arrival of photons in a pencil of radlatK
varies along the path of propagation in the sa^e way as the observed
wave frequency of Individual photons. If „e define the redshlft
. z,
by
LOn
'^B 1
\ 1 + z (III. 13)
it is now clear that the observed rate of flow of energy in the pencil
of radiation varies as (l + z)~^. That is,
(1.V\ ' (iii.iM
where the observed flux is denoted by F and the observed cross-sectional
area of the pencil is 6A. Equation (lII.lM is a well-known result
(Ellis 1971).
We now consider the question of what happens to the observed cross-
sectional area of the pencil of radiation as it propagates. There exists
a formal treatment of the propagation of a bundle of null geodesies in
space-time, developed by Sachs (1961), discussed by Pirani (196J4), and
referred to by Ellis (l97l) in his review of relativistic cosmology. We
shall adopt some of that treatment, with less formalism, to this work.
Two photons on opposite sides of a pencil of radiation are propagat-
ing along nearly parallel paths, separated by a connecting vector :
where pi and p2 refer to the two null geodesies in question. The rate
of change of as the photons propagate is given by
Dq^
^ D_ . y y
Dw Dw ^^pl ^p2^ (ITI.16)
which by equation (lll.l) is
u
Dq
^ , y a
Dw ^ ;a • (III. IT)
We choose q^ orthogonal to at some point:
^\ = ° • (III. 18)
Equation (III.18) then remains true as the photons propagate, because
with the aid of equations (ill. 2) and (ill. 17) ve find
h = ° • (III. 19)
Equation (III. 17) can be written
^y . a
_ ,
y a
,
a .^k - k
.^q . (III. 20)
Writing out the covariant derivatives, we find that the terms containing
the Christoffel symbols cancel, leaving ordinary partial derivatives:
(111.21)
or equivalently
,
1^ =k^ q^'
.
(III. 22)dw ,a
Operating on equation (ill. 22) by d/dw = k^d/dx^, after manipulating
indices and re-inserting equation (ill. 21) we obtain
^ = (k^ k^') ,q^ (III. 23)
dw^
^9
which, by equation (III.U), results in
vhere is the Christoffel symbol,
u. Y
Equation (III.2U) determines the propagation of q^ as a function of
the preferred parameter w, but measurements are made in terms of the
proper time of the observer, t. Along the path of propagation, we have
= dt/dw, which in the observer's rest frame is dx/dw. This clearly
generalizes to the covariant expression
^ - k = . (III. 25)
Equation (III.2U) may then be re-written
0)
'
where dots denote differentiation with respect to T.
B. Propagation in Isotropic Models
Let us re-write equation (ill. 5) in terms of the observed time T:
(L = - kVu . . (III. 27)
0) a;p
In the local near-Minkowski metric in an isotropic model, with the local
velocity field given by the Hubble law, equation (ill. 27) reduces to
(L = - I 03 . (III. 28)R
This equation is clearly not restricted to the local region about a given
origin; by piecing together local regions, we have the general result
0)
_o
= R /R (III. 29)
0) e o
e
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or
^"^ = v\ (III. 30)
vhere the subscripts e and o refer to that emitted and that observed,
respectively. This is the well-known cosmological redshift. It is in-
teresting to note that because the Christoffel symbols are zero at the
origin, individual photons may be considered to propagate as though in
Minkowski space, with the redshift arising from a Doppler shift as one
transforms to the rest frames of successive fluid elements in the ex-
panding cosmological fluid. On the other hand, for a pencil of photons
the propagation of the connecting vectors depends in part on deriva-
tives of the Christoffel symbols (equation (III.26)), which do not all
vanish.
Now consider two photons traveling on adjacent, nearly parallel
paths in the + x direction at the origin of spatial coordinates of the
line element (II.36), separated by 6y. We have
= (0,0,6y,0) (III. 31)
and
k^ = (o),03,0,0) (III. 32)
at the origin, where equation (ill. 26) then becomes
(6^)- . k (fiy)- = . (r^^^^ . r^^^^ . . (III. 33)
Calculating the pertinent Christoffel symbols from the line element
(11.36) and making use of equation (ill. 28) we obtain
(6y)"
-
I
(6y)* = (|- I (|)^ - |^)6y • (m-SM
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The physical separation of the photons as measured by a local observer
is
^= (l-|h22)6y
. (in.
In the present situation, with the photons travelling along the x aocis
with unit speed, we find that to sufficient accuracy we may replace 6y
with q and (6y)' with 4, but that (6y) and q are related by
q= (6yr(l-|(|)'_iiS^)
. (,,,^3,^
R
Hence, equation (III.3I+) reads
%-
R * ^R /Rn^ k .
" R ^ " ^R - - T^'l • (III. 37)
R
It is clear from isotropy that equation (ill. 37) applies to photons pro-
pagating side by side along any direction and with any relative orienta-
tion, for the spatial coordinate axes can always be oriented so that the
direction of propagation is along the x axis and the separation is 6y.
By piecing together local regions it is clear that equation (ill. 37) re-
mains valid over the entire path of propagation of the photons.
It is of interest to note the physical significance of the terms con-
tributing to q in equation (ill. 37). The term (R/R)q is the relative
acceleration of two neighboring stationary bodies separated by a dis-
tance q. The term -(k/R )q arises from the relative curvature of two
adjacent spatial geodesic lines inscribed 'in the homogeneous three-
surface. The photons "feel" the spatial curvature because of the spa-
tial component of their four-velocities. The term (R/R)q is the result
of aberration due to the relative velocities of successive observers,
arising essentially from a Lorentz transformation. The physical signi-
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ficance of the term
-(R/R)^^ is unclear. It arises from the fact that
the three-surface on which homogeneity is required is orthogonal to di-
verging world lines.
C. Observed Fl\ix in Isotropic Models
The radiation received from a distant source by a telescope of
aperture area 6A was originally emitted into a cone of solid angle 60, .
e
We assume for simplicity an isotropically emitting point source and a
telescope of square aperture, although the results will be seen to be
essentially independent of these assumptions. At the source we have
•S^^e =
^^e^^
(III. 38)
with
= 0 (III. 39)
and at the observer we have
6A = q^^ . (III.UO)
The rate of energy received is that part of the original luminosity L
directed into 6fi
,
diminished (according to equation (lILlM) by the
e
factor (l + z)"^. With the aid of equations (ill. 30) and (lII.Uo) we
then have
T
R 2 4 2
F = ^(-^) (-^) . (III.UI)
Utt R q
o o
The solution to equation (ill. 37), given the condition (ill. 39), is
q(T) = C[R(T)f(/'' ^)] (III.U2)
T
e
where the function f is given by
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sin X (k = + 1)
f(x) = X (k = 0) (III.U3)
sinh X (k = - l)
and C is some constant. Differentiating with respect to T at x = t
e
yields
c = 4,
so that the observed flux is
F = L[li7T iff R^V(/ ° fl)]"^ . (111.1,5)
e T
e
i
D. Angular Diameter in Isotropic Models
In this section we relate the observed angular diameter of an ex-
tended source to its physical diameter. Put the source at the origin
of a set of local near-Minkowski coordinates and consider those photons
emitted approximately along the x axis from opposite sides of its limb,
separated by <Sy^ = q^, the diameter of the source. The observed angle
subtended by the source is the angle between the paths of those of the
above photons which are crossing the x axis at the observer. Hence, the
desired angle is 69 = - (because the photons are converging, the minus
sign is required to make 60 positive), obtained by solving equation
(ill. 37) with q^ given and the condition
q = 0 . . (III.U6)
o
This solution is essentially the same as that obtained in the previous
section, with the roles of x and x reversed. We find
' o e
q(x) = C'[R(x)f(/ 1^)] (lII.i^T)
X
o
5h
where C is some constant. Differentiating with respect to T at x
=
t
o
yields C = = -60. Hence, we have
T
e
where we have eliminated an overall minus sign by reversing the limits
on the integral in parentheses.
It is usual in astronomy to define a "luminosity distance"
-
^WF^ HUM)
and an "angular size distance"
-
^e^*^^ •
(III. 50)
By equations (lll.i+l) and (111.^48) we see that r and r are related by
R 2
= (111
-51)
e
or
r^ = (1 + z)^ r^
. (III. 52)
Equation (ill. 52) is a general result in relativity, called the recipro-
city theorem
, which is obtainable from the equation of geodesic devia-
tion for a bundle of null geodesies (see Ellis 1971 and references cited
there).
E. Intensity in Isotropic Models
The observed intensity of radiation from an extended source is in-
variant in non-relativistic problems in the absence of absorption. In
an isotropic cosmological model we obtain the intensity I^ observed from
a spherical source of diameter q^ and luminosity L as
55
T = ^ / e. L
°
~
^^(^(^)^ ~ R~ (III. 53)
where the second equality comes from equations (lII.Ul) and (III.U8),
The intensity of the source viewed from a non-cosmological distance r
is
2
e"l 27T="T^ (III.5M
IT ^ ^e
so equation (ill. 53) becomes
R h
\ = ^f^ h = ^^-"^^ ^e • (^11-55)
o
Equation (ill. 55) is really just another form of the reciprocity theorem.
Let us now consider the spectral intensity I (v ), defined such
o o
that I (v )dv is the intensity of radiation observed at T = T in the
o o o o
frequency band dv^ (to conform to usual notation we now talk in terms
of the frequency V = a)/2Tr). The spectral intensity is seen to depend
on the shape of the emitted source spectriam L(v^) because the observed
frequency is related to the emitted frequency by
R
_iv=7^v=(l + z) v . (III. 56)
o R e e
o
By analogy with equation (ill. 55) we can see
<"o' R 3
o o
One factor of R /R is lost in going from equation (ill. 55) to equation
e o
(III. 57) because of the compression of the frequency band by the redshift
dv =^dv . (III. 58)
o R e
o
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The form of equation (ill. 57) is advantageous in the case of source
spectra of the form
L(v) = L^e"°'^ (III. 59)
which is characteristic of many radio sources. With equation (ill. 59),
equation (ill. 57) becomes
R ' R 3
I^(v^) = exp{-av^(^- i)}(^) i^(v ) (III.60)
e o
which may also be written in terms of the redshift z,
-av z
Iq(v^) = e ° (l + z)"^ I^(v^)
.
(III. 61)
F. Number Counts in Isotropic Models
The study of number counts of extragalactic sources offers the pros-
pect of obtaining fundamental cosmological information from simple ob-
servations. Most easily observed is the number N of sources for which
r
the received flux is above a given value F, as a function of F. Given
an abundance of data, an analysis of dN /dF is possible. Considerable
r
effort has gone into the observation and interpretation of and dN^/dF
for extragalactic sources (Longair 197^; Pauliny-Toth and Kellermann
I97U; Longair 1971; Ryle I968). In the global approach to the study of
niomber counts, one sums up along the past light cone of the observer all
those sources for which the observed property (e.g. flux, angular size)
falls within the prescribed range (Weinberg 1972, p. ^+51). The explicit
appearance of geometry and the need to integrate along the light cone in
the Robertson-Walker metric make the global treatment tricky and obscure.
As an alternative, we present the local approach, which proceeds as follows,
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At time T^, dN^ sources are counted over the whole sky with the ob-
served value of some property Q in the range Q to Q + dQ. The radia-
tion emitted by the sources now observed in this range dQ has an energy
density dp^ in the vicinity of the observer. Let F be the average flux
received from each source in dQ by an antenna or telescope of aperture
area 6A viewing some small solid angle 6^. Then we may write the aggre-
gate power dP received by the instrument from these sources as
dP=?dUQ6A-^ (III. 62)
or alternatively, from simple radiation laws, as *
dP = % 6a|^ . (III. 63)
Equations (ill. 62) and (ill. 63) yield
F dN^ = dp^ . (III.6M
Because of homogeneity, there is in fact a universal energy density dp
Q
of radiation at each point in the universe from sources in the range dQ
as observed at that point. Let us imagine for the moment that the uni-
verse is divided into comoving cells with perfectly reflecting walls.
To find dp we need only sum up all contributions from sources within
Q
the cell at all previous times T such that when the radiation is re-
^ e
ceived from the source at the given time T (in the absence of the re-
o
fleeting walls) the observer measures Q in the range dQ for the source.
(For a development of the expanding cell technique, see Chapter IV.)
Let dn be the number density of such sources in the comoving cell at
Q
time T . The contribution of these sources to dp at t is
e (fli o
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R k
o
where L is the average lioininosity of the sources in dn . We have from
^ Q
equation (lII.Ul)
O T
e
Equations (III.6U), (ill. 65), and (ill. 66) lead to
dN^ = Utt / di^R^ dn^f^a . (III. 6?
^e
The lower limit to the integration in equation (ill. 6?) is the earliest
time at which dn is non-zero, or any time earlier.
Equation (ill. 67) is the basic equation for the study of number
counts. As an example of its application, let us use it to obtain an
expression for dN^,, the number of sources with observed total flux in
the range F to F + dF. For a smooth luminosity function n(L,T^), which
denotes the number density of sources of absolute luminosity exceeding
L as a function of time T^, equation (III.6T) becomes
o
2
dN„ = k-nj dx R
F •' e e
T T
dn -
°
dL
which, through equation (lII.Ul) becomes
dLf^(/ |i) (III. 68)
T
e
, o
dU„ = 16tt R dF / "^e
F o
T
dn
dL fN/°f^) (III. 69)R
T
e
where dn is a function of F by way of L from equation (lII.Ul), anddL
also explicitly of T^.
As another example, consider a discrete class of non-evolving object
having luminosity L. There is only a small time period dx^ such that
equation (111.6?) has a non-zero integrand. This period dx^ is obtained
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from equation (lll.^l), by setting L=0, as
R 2 _ "^o
^(— ) f^d —
, dF
_^ \ ,dx = -
. (III. TO)
^ R 2 _ ^o ^
dT ^^R ' R
e e T
o
Hence Equation (III.6T) becomes
Mj, = - l.TI.f^-^ ^—^ (III.71)
e e
where n is the present nvunber density of sources of the class, so that
L
the nxomber density of those sources at time is n^(R^/R^) . All func-
tions of T are evaluated at that T such that equation (lll.i+l) holds,
e e
Similarly, an expression relating number counts to angular diameter
could be derived for a non-evolving class of extended sources of linear
diameter q by setting q = 0 in equation (III.U8) and using the result
e G
in equation (II1.6T).
We could proceed further here with equations (ill. 69) and (ill. 71
)
by introducing the solutions R(t) of the cosmological equations for a
particular model and by introducing explicit luminosity functions. How-
ever, specific and extensive results have been obtained elsewhere
from
the global approach. Our aim in this section has been limited
to out-
lining a new approach.
Actual observations leading to number count data are made
in a given
frequency band of the spectrum, and the foregoing treatment
must be modi-
1
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fied to account for the spectral curves of the sources. Let F(v )dv
o o
be the flux observed in the frequency range dv at v from a source
o o
In this case we wish to obtain an expression for dN^, the number of
o
observed sources having F(v ) in the range dF(v ). Let L(v ,T )dv beo o e e e
the luminosity of a source in the emitted frequency range dV at time i
e e
Then in equation (III.6T) we must use dn^^^ the number of sources at
R o
time having L(^
^o''^e^
^^^^
^^^o^'
-1
^^)=fe^(r^o'^e)rt«o'^'(/ (^^i.T2)
T
e
is in the range dF(v ). The deletion of one factor of R /R as comparedo e o ^
with equation (lII.Ul) is due to the compression of the frequency band-
width, by equation (III. 58).
G. Effects of Local Inhomogeneity
The preceding sections on the optical appearance of distant objects
have implicitly assumed absolute homogeneity of the universe right down
to scale lengths which may be inappropriately small. Let us re-examine
equation (ill. 37),
q = |q- • (lII.3Ta)
R
The term (R/R)q is the relative acceleration of gravity between two
points on opposite sides of a sphere of cosmological fluid of diameter
q. It is well known that for spherical symmetry, which we have here,
the relative acceleration depends only on the quantity of matter within
the sphere, vanishing if that quantity is zero. If we accpet this phys-
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ical interpretation for the term (R/R)q in equation (ill. 37a) then
clearly this equation will be rendered inaccurate by local inhomogen-
eity such as the clumping of matter into galaxies and galaxy clusters.
Consider the converging pencil of radiation which we receive from a dis-
tant galaxy. The width q of this pencil over most of its length is of
the order of the diameter of the galaxy. If all matter is in galaxies
and if the pencil does not pass through a galaxy on its way to the ob-
server, then no cosmological fluid will exist within the pencil. From
the local viewpoint it is clear that this will modify equation (lII.3Ta)
and cause observed properties such as angular size to differ from what
they would be in the case of ideal homogeneity. The possible effect of
the graininess of the universe on observations of distant sources was
recognized by Feynman in I96U, according to Gunn (1967a), whose pub-
lished papers have treated the subject from the standard point of view
(Gunn 1967a,b). An alternative local treatment will not be undertaken
here, but we point this problem out as one whose existence is most im-
mediately evident when examining cosmology from a local viewpoint.
H. Effects of Anisotropy
Saunders (1968, I969) has discussed observations in homogeneous
anisotropic models from the global viewpoint and provided numerical re-
sults in the case of the flat anisotropic model. Here we briefly dis-
y
cuss the local approach. Our job is to determine the propagation of k
and the connecting vectors q^ for a pencil of photons emitted from a
source in an arbitrary direction in an anisotropic model. By homo-
geneity, we can determine how and q^ propagate in a local region
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about an arbitrary point along the path, and express the results in such
a way as to be valid, by piecing together local regions, over the entire
path of propagation of the photons. The basic equation to use is equa-
tion (III. 26), along with the geodesic equation (lll.l;), which by way
of equation (ill. 25) can be put in the useful form
•y
_
1 y a, 3
^
-
-
'^^a^^^ ' (III. 73)
Equation (ill. 27) remains valid and useful.
Here we outline the approach to determining how anisotropy in a
flat model affects observations along the three principal axes. Consider
again the case of two photons propagating on adjacent, nearly parallel
paths in the + x direction at the origin of spatial coordinates, this
time in the metric (II.I9), separated by 6y. Equation (ill. 27) leads to
• •
oj X
^
= -
X . (111.7U)
Equation (ill. 26) again leads to equation (ill. 33), which with equation
(111.7^) and the Christoffel symbols for the metric (II. 19) results in
.. • •
•
(6y) - I
(6y)' =
(f
- || 7)67 • (III.75)
Again using equation (ill. 35) to define the physical separation q, we
find
q = ( y) (1 - llf) (III. 76)
which gives the propagation equation for q as
. (m.TT)
If we denote by q the connecting vector in equation (ill. 77), then we
xy
will clearly also get
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"^xz
" X \z = ^Z " X Z^^xz (III. 78)
for the connecting vector in the z direction. Similarly, by permutations
we may arrive at connecting vectors for propagation along the y and z
axes: q , q , q , and q .^x ^z' ^zx' ^zy
By the use of solutions of the cosmological equations (11.25), numer-
ical solutions for the various connecting vectors may be obtained. By
equation (III.TM we may eliminate x and express the results in terms
of the redshift. The solutions for the various q's then determine the
T
optical appearance of distant sources just as the simple solution for
q did in the isotropic case. We now find that a spherical source is dis-
torted in appearance, since mutually orthogonal connecting vectors such
as q and q propagate differently. The received flux is determined
xy xz ^ ^ °
from a generalization of equation (lII.Ul). For propagation along the
X axis we obtain
T
X 2 (4 q )
o ^xy xz o
The generalization of the preceding discussion to observations in
arbitrary directions is straightforward in principle. There are compli-
cations, though, owing to the fact that the path of propagation and the
connecting vectors no longer lie along the coordinate axes.
Perhaps we should note here that, due to the high degree of iso-
tropy of the microwave background, the \iniverse must have expanded very
nearly isotropically since the decoupling of the matter and radiation of
the presumed primeval fireball. Hence, the calculation of the effects
of anisotropy on the optical appearance of distant sources may prove to
be of no practical concern.
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CHAPTER IV
PHYSICAL PROCESSES IN A PARTITIONED UNIVERSE
In this chapter we discuss physical processes in homogeneous models
from the local viewpoint. The concept of a partitioned universe (Harri-
son 1965) is developed as a way of simplifying this discussion by limit-
ing our study to the contents of an expanding cell with perfectly re-
flecting walls. The cell is taken to be cosmologically small, so that
physical processes occurring in it may be described within the framework
of special relativity. General relativity, by way of the cosmological
equations, serves merely to govern the rate of expansion of the cell.
We consider the evolution of the thermal properties of the universe,
the background radiation, Olbers' paradox, and viscosity and entropy
generation, with the aim of demonstrating the validity and usefulness
of the cell model. Most of the chapter is devoted to the isotropic case
but some effects of anisotropic expansion are discussed in the final sec
tion.
A. Isotropic Partitioned Universe
Imagine an isotropic homogeneous universe to be partitioned into
cosmically small cubical cells whose walls are comoving - that is, the
cells expand with the universe. Each cell is of length £(t), which
varies in proportion to the expansion parameter R(t). We imagine the
walls of each cell to be perfectly smooth and reflecting. Suppose a
photon is bouncing back and forth between opposite walls of an expand-
1 •
ing cell. Each wall is moving outward at a speed v = — £ with respect
to the center of the cell, so that at each reflection the photon loses
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energy according to
dv
,
— = - 2v/c = - £/c
. (iV^i;
There are c/£ reflections per unit time, so that
• •
V ~ ~ J (IV. 2)
or
V a £ 1 oc (IV. 3)
which is the same well-known redshift formula as that obtained from the
geodesic equation in the Robertson-Walker metric, or alternatively by the
approach taken in Chapter III. In the absence of reflecting walls, co-
moving observers separated by 5-(t) are moving apart at a rate I = (R/R)]1,
which leads to a Doppler shift
— = -— —£. (IV. I4)
in each travel time
dt = £/c (IV. 5)
so that again we find V <^ 1/R. It is easy to see that the result remains
true if the photon is traveling obliquely to the cell walls, by separat-
ing the photon's momentum into its components along the three principal
axes of the cell. Furthermore, because of our assiimptions of isotropy
and homogeneity, conditions in all the cells are unaffected if we remove
the reflecting walls, because for every photon reflected into a given'
direction within an isolated cell there would on the average be a photon
of the same frequency crossing into that cell in the same direction in
the absence of the walls. If such were not the case, there would be some
sort of net flow from one cell to the next, violating the postulates of
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isotropy and/or homogeneity. The same sort of arguments as above show
that the cell treatment applies also to relativistic or non-relativistic
material particles (we can even let galaxies be such "particles"). This
is a result of the equivalence between the effects of, on the one hand,
reflections off the perfectly reflecting, expanding walls and, on the
other hand, a Lorentz transformation to the rest frames of successive
comoving observers in an expanding universe. For a highly relativistic
particle, the loss of momentum due to collisions with the expanding walls
leads to p a i/r^ e ^ 1/R for the momentum and energy as a function of
expansion parameter. For a non-relativistic particle we find v «
E oc i/r2^
In the case of a gas of particles having a short mean free inter-
action time, each particle is not freely bouncing between the walls of
the cell, as assumed above for photons. However, if the cell walls were
transparent, then at each wall, in the rest frame of the wall, there
would be statistically a detailed balance between incoming and outgoing
photons and particles because conditions are identical on both sides.
Making the walls perfectly reflecting imitates this detailed balance
through reflections of particles and photons back into ttie cell, leaving
physical conditions unchanged within the cell in the two cases. Concept-
ually, however, the situation is much changed, for we have reduced the
study of conditions in a homogeneous isotropic \miverse to the study of
conditions inside an isolated expanding cell.
In the idealized case of a completely homogeneous cosmological fluid
the expanding cell can be as small as we like. In the presence of cosmi-
cally small-scale inhomogeneities , the cell must be large compared to
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their scale lengths. For applications in which the scale lengths of
inhomogeneities are cosmically large the cell approach loses validity
if the inhomogeneities are physically significant to the processes under
consideration. For the applications we will consider, it is sufficient
to stipulate that the cell is cosmically small.
B. Background Radiation
Let us consider the behavior of radiation within an isotropically
expanding cell. From elementary thermodynamics we have
= (IV. 6)
where
\ = P/ (IV. 7)
is the radiation energy in the cell, is its pressure, V = £^ is the
voliame of the cell and is the radiation energy density. Using
P = 4 p we obtain
Y 3 Y
- V"^/^ (IV. 8)
3
or, since V °c R
,
p^ « R"^ . (IV. 9)
For thermal radiation we know that p^ °^ T so that equation (IV. 9)
leads to
T a 1/R . (IV. 10)
Y
Equations (lV.9) and (IV. 10) are the standard cosmological results avail-
able in texts such as Weinberg's (1972).
Thermal radiation retains its thermal character under isotropic ex-
pansion even in the absence of therraalizing interactions, a well-known
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fact which is seen as follows. The number density n^ of photons of
thermal radiation in the frequency range dv satisfies
2 hv/kT
n^(v)dv V dv(e ' - l) ^ . (iV.ll)
In the absence of interactions with matter, these photons are conserved,
so that with the volume increasing as R"^, we find n^(v)dv °^ R~-^. We
also have v <^ Yi for these same photons, so that the right-hand side of
equation (IV. 11) is also proportional to R~-^, of
. Thus, the
thermal spectrum is maintained.
We know that the intensity, I, of isotropic radiation is simply re-
lated to its energy density:
I = Py • (IV. 12)
Hence, by equation (iV.p), the intensity of the background radiation also
varies according to
-h
I R . (IV. 13)
Because of the simple relation between I and p^, we shall feel free to
discuss the radiation background in the isotropic case in terms of its
density. Later, in the isotropic case, we will investigate the angular
dependence of I.
Let us apply the cell model to the steady-state theory, in which the
radiation density must remain constant even as the universe expands. In
the absence of sources of new photons, p^ and the photon number density
n^ vary according to
p = - U I p (iv.ii+)
^7 R Y
(equation (IV.9)), and
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R\ = - 3 ^ • (IV. 15)
The above relations fix the rate at which sources would have to emit
radiation energy, as well as the rate at which these same sources would
have to emit individual photons, to maintain a steady-state situation.
Hence we see that if the average energy of photons already in the cell
is hv and the average energy of a newly emitted photon is hv^, then to
maintain both constant radiation energy density and photon number den-
sity we must have
U -
V = - V . (IV. 16)
e i
Equation (lV.l6) shows very simply that the observed microwave back-
ground could not be explained as highly redshifted starlight or other
short wavelength radiation in the steady-state theory, but rather that
it must come from sources emitting at roughly the same wavelengths as
observed. The predominant contribution would have to come from rela-
tively nearby sources, at z 1/3, for which i sotropy measurements may
require unreasonably high and uniform number densities (Peebles 1971,
p. ll+2ff and references cited there).
Now let us consider the background radiation spectrum in an iso-
tropic model having time-varying source contributions and absorption.
Our interest is not limited to the microwave background, but includes
also such matters as the starlight background and intergalactic X rays
and gamma rays. Restricting our attention to the radiation in a parti-
cular cell, let us follow those photons which at time t^ are in the
range to + dv^. Due to the redshift, at another time t
these
photons are in the range V to V + dv, where v = (Rq/R)v and dv =
(R^/R )dVQ.
TO
In the absence of sources and of absorption, as the cell expands the
n\araber density of photons in the range dv decreases as and their
energy decreases as R but the range dv also decreases in width as
R"""". Hence, if we define p(v,t) as the radiation energy density at v
per frequency interval, we have
p(v,t) °^ r"^ (IV. it)
or equivalently
,
R R •
In the presence of radiation sources of number density n(t) and lumin-
osity per frequency interval L(v,t), along with a diffuse medium having
emissivity j(v,t) and absorption of opacity K(v,t) we obtain the general
equation
nL(vQ ^ , t) + UttJ - k(Vq — , t) CP (Vq — , t) .
Equation (IV. 19) has a formal solution much like that for the ordinary
radiative transfer equation:
p(VQ,tQ) =
t R
(IV. 20)
/ dt{n(t)L(v ^ ,t) + U7rj(vQ^ ,t)}exp[-6(t)]
where t^ is the earliest time at which nL or j is non-zero, and
where
6(t) = /°dt.(3|||;|^ <(v3^,f)-=p(v3 5^.t.)). {IV.21)
If absorption is neglected, we have
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^0
r.r.^ 3
exp[-6(t)] = exp{- / df[3 ^^]} = [^] . (iv.22)
Then
P(Vo,tQ) = / °dt{n(t)L(VQ^,t) . UTrj(vQ^,t)}[^]'. (iv.23)
^1 °
To include absorption, we have to employ equation (lV.19) for a
specific model and integrate by means of a computer. In computing the
background intensity at time t^, such an integration automatically yields
the intensity at all earlier times. If we wish, it is very easy to start
out at some early time with a given pre-existing background and proceed
from there. Now, Whitrow and Yallop (I965) have considered the back-
ground radiation, in the presence of absorption, from the global view-
point. (They were concerned primarily with the starlight background,
as their paper was written before the discovery of the microwave back-
ground. ) They had to assume that the absorption coefficient at any
time t is statistically independent of the absorption coefficient at all
previous times. This assxamption can be false, for the absorption coeffi-
cient and radiation field can be interdependent. The local approach is
free of any such limitation.
Another problem with the global approach is that, conceptually,
there is no apparent reason why the curvature constant X fails to appear
explicitly in the formula for the background intensity. The global
treatment (Whitrow and Yallop 196I+, I965) sums up contributions from
sources at all values of the radial parameter r in the Robertson-Walker
metric. The curvature constant appears explicitly in the
expressions
for the volume element and the flux received from an individual
source
of given luminosity. Yet, after the integration over
all r of the con-
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tributions from all so\arces, the curvature constant does not appear ex-
plicitly. Its only influence is through its effect on R(t) through the
Einstein equations. In the cell model it is clear from the start that
the curvature constant is irrelevant, "because special relativity is all
that is required to describe the physical conditions within the cosmi-
cally small cell. We believe that a comparison of the two approaches,
local and global, to studying the background radiation, is one of the
best examples of the relative simplicity and usefulness of the local
approach to cosmology.
C . Olbers ' Paradox
A discussion of background radiation in the universe naturally leads
to the question of Olbers' paradox, which has been reviewed by many
authors (see for example Harrison 197^ and references cited there). We
wish to point out that the cell approach is very well suited conceptually
for understanding why the background sky is "bright" or "dark". As a
side issue, we note that it may be important to be clear about what we
mean by the terms "bright" and "dark". There are several possibilities.
We adopt here the apparent intensity of a stellar disk, I^, as the bright
ness standard. A background intensity approaching I^ is said to be
"bright".
The classic case of a static universe uniformly populated with
eternal point sources of luminosity L and number density n is mimicked
by N = nV such sources in a static cell. Clearly, radiation builds up
without limit as the age of the model tends to infinity. The timescale
for reaching an intensity I is9
T3
"^s
= ~
'^J^^ ' (IV. 2H)
If the sources are of finite size, then the intensity of radiation within
a cell approaches the apparent surface intensity of a source with a time-
scale for reaching this equilibrium value given by the mean free time of
a photon with respect to absorption by a source. If the sources are
actually stars, then this timescale is the same as T :
s
= (noc)"-^ (IV. 25)
where a is the cross-sectional area of a typical star. A star has a
finite luminous lifetime, however, which we denote by T . Clearly, we
will only reach a bright sky situation if T > T .
J_i ~ s
In an expanding cell, the radiation intensity is diminished by the
k
expansion, falling off at the rate l/I = - — V/V in the absence of sources,
Hence we have a timescale t„ for depletion of the radiation by expansion:
ill
= . i/i = 3 ^/v = ^H-^ . (IV. 26)
Clearly we have the following general rules regarding the back-
ground intensity:
T„, » T => bright
E L s
j; » X => dark (IV. 27)
s L
T » T_ => dark
S E
(Here, by "bright" we mean that the intensity will approach 1^
at some
time.) However, because in an expanding model and x^, are changing
with time (except in the steady-state theory), if the timescales
T^, t^,
and T are roughly comparable then the question of
whether the sky be-
L
comes bright depends on the details of the model.
The point to be made
here is that by restricting our attention to the
contents of an expand-
Ik
ing cell we can most easily imderstand the relative importance of the
factors which lead to the final results.
D. Highly Relativist ic Ideal Gas
It is well known that a gas consisting of neutrinos or highly rela-
tivistic particles (y»1) will have the equation of state P =
^ p, just
as radiation does, and its temperature and energy density will he re-
lated by
P = 13T^ (IV. 28)
where b is roughly comparable to the radiation constant, a:
b = a (gravitons)
b =
^
a (v + v) {IV.29)
b =
-J-
a (e~ + e"*") .
It is clear from the same arguments that led to equations (IV.9) and (IV.IO)
-k -1
that such a gas will obey the same relations p « r and T °^ R as radia-
tion in an expanding universe.
E. Non-Relativistic Ideal Gas
For a non-relativistic ideal gas the pressure is insignificant com-
pared to the rest-mass energy density and we may write
d(pV) = - PdV = 0 (IV. 30)
or,
p oc V"^ cr . (IV. 31)
We cannot neglect the pressure, however, when calculating the change in
temperature of the gas as the cell expands. We have
P = nkT (1^-32)
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where n is the particle niomber density, and
^thermal = | . (IV. 33)
Then, from dE
thermal = - PdV, we obtain
T oc V
.-2/3
« R
-2
(IV.3M
F. Entropy and Bulk Viscosity
The presently observed high ("^ 10 k) entropy per nucleon residing
in the microwave background has led to the investigation of bulk vis-
cosity in the early universe as a means of generating entropy. Weinberg
(1971) has generalized the work of Thomas (1930) and of Eckart (19U0) to
describe the bulk viscosity due to heat flow between different compon-
ents of the cosmological fluid. Here we estimate the entropy generated
by the interaction between a highly relativistic gas (here, photons)
and a non-relativist ic gas, and we comment on the validity of Weinberg's
results
.
In an expanding cell we have a mixture of non-relativistic particles
having a very short interaction time, and photons, which have a finite
mean free time T for interacting with the particles. In the absence
of photon-particle interactions, the temperatures T^ of the radiation
and T of the non-relativistic gas would fall off at different rates in
g
the expanding cell:
Because T tends to fall off faster than T^, in the presence of photon-
g '
particle interactions heat flows from the radiation to the non-relativistic
(IV. 35)
T /T
g I f
V/V (IV. 36)
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gas. The "adiabatic" rate of heat flow, i.e., the rate Q required to
keep the radiation and the gas at the same temperature T, is
^ _
3. m \ - l._rT,3
which leads to
Q = |nkV(T-T ) = UaT\(^ -T) (iv.3T)
. ^ . (| nk)(liaTS
^ " 3^1 7~3 ' (IV. 38)| nk + ksiT^
Because of the finite interaction time x between the radiation and the
gas, and differ by an amount AT (which must be « T for the pre-
sent treatment to be applicable):
AT = T - T = (T - T )t
Y g Y g
1 V (IV. 39)
= T T
3 V
The heat flow between components of different temperature leads to en-
tropy generation at a rate per volume s:
; = 4 |2_ _ i.|
V 'T T '
g Y
. (| nk)(iiaT^)
= - -
—
— (IV. 1+0)
^
I"
nk + UaT^ T
1 ,v
2 (fnkXUaT^)
= (77) T
If we re-write this result in Weinberg's notation, in which ak is defined
as the entropy per particle, we have
• 2
a = I
aT\(| nk + UaT^)"^!) . (iV.i+l)
If the relativistic component is, say, a neutrino gas or graviton gas
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the same result holds except that the radiation constant "a" is replaced
by the appropriate constant "b"
.
The discussion immediately preceding and following Weinberg's equa-
tion (3.13) suggested that heat flows from matter to radiation in an ex-
panding universe. Actually, as shown above, the reverse is true, be-
cause T tends to fall off faster than T . There also appears to be a
g Y
significant difference between our above estimate and Weinberg's calcula-
tion of the rate of entropy production. From our equation (IV. 37) we
find
T
^ _
1 V 3nk ^ UaT^ (IV.U2)
which leads to
3
MT ^ 1 V 2 ( ^ )
«^ 3V|^^,,^,3 •
Using this in Weinberg's equation (3.12) and comparing with our equation
(IV. Ul) we find for the two values of a
3 ,
a,, . , nkWeinberg
_
2 (jy
^Walstad 2I-
nk + hal^
In the present universe this ratio is very small, indicating that Wein-
8 9
berg may have underestimated a by a factor as great as 10 or 10 .
Nevertheless, it is clear that bulk viscosity cannot solve the en-
tropy "problem". That is, bulk viscosity cannot produce the presently
observed value of a. This is because, as seen above, the heat flow is
from the relativistic to the non-relativistic component. The relativistic
component therefore loses entropy, while the non-relativistic component
gains a larger amount, resulting in a net entropy gain. This entropy
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resides in the non-relativistic component, which is contrary to the fun-
damental observation that the entropy in our universe resides in the
radiation, i.e., in the relativistic component. Furthermore, the net
entropy gain is only the difference between that gained by the non-rela-
tivistic component and that lost by the relativistic component. Hence
it seems we are faced with a sort of entropic capitalism: it takes en-
tropy to make entropy. The problem of accounting for the presently ob-
served entropy without postulating its existence a priori is unsolved.
It is interesting to note, though, that the presently observed
energy density of the background radiation could have been produced
by nuclear burning of 30^ of the mass of a cold universe having P = »
the density required for closure. The burning would have taken place
at a redshift of z 20 - 30. Layzer and Hively (19T3) have proposed
such a model, in which the radiation is produced in a first generation
of massive stars and is thermalized by dust grains. The model requires
the existence of enough presently unobserved matter to bring the mean
cosmic density up to approximately p^.
G. Anisotropic Cell Model
Thus far in the present chapter we have been concerned with physical
conditions in an isotropic universe. The cell approach is also valid,
however, for the simple anisotropic expanding models derived in Chapter
II. The principal axes of the cell are now aligned with the principal
axes of expansion of the universe, and the cell expands as the appro-
priate parameter X(t), Y(t), or Z(t) along each principal axis. It is
clear that conditions within and without the cell are identical, and
the detailed balance between incoming and outgoing particles and photons
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in the case of transparent walls is mimicked "by reflections off perfectly-
reflecting walls. It must be cautioned that in more complex anisotropic
models the principal axes of expansion may shift in time and along spa-
tial paths, in which case the simple cell concept is not valid. The sym-
metries of the simple anisotropic models we derived earlier preclude
such a difficulty for those models, to which we restrict our attention
for now. Where we bring in the cosmological equations, we will limit our
attention to the flat anisotropic model. In the more complicated cos-
mologies it might still be possible to modify the cell approach to main-
tain its validity, but it appears that its functional simplicity would
be lost.
For a non-relativistic ideal gas of particles having a very short
interaction time we find as the cell expands
h - V"^ cc (XYZ)-^ (IV. U5)
p = rnn cc (XYZ)-^ (IV.U6)
and also
d(| nkTV) = - PdV = - nkTdV (IV.Ut)
which leads to
For a highly relativistlc gas (we take the example of
radiation) which
is kept thentialized with a very short Interaction time,
we obtain
which leads to
From the thermal relations T,^ «
^^/^ and n^ - we also have
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cc v"^ oc (XYZ)-^
. (IV. 51)
However, in the absence of interactions, the anisotropic expansion
does not preserve the thermal character of the gas. In realistic models,
the non-relativistic gas is kept thermalized by collisions, but there is
a wide range of conditions in which a photon gas, neutrino gas, or grav-
iton gas will be collisionless
.
In these cases, reflections off the
walls of an expanding cell cause the components of the momentum of a
particle to vary as
p « X"^, - Y"^, p « Z"^ . (IV. 52)A y Zi
Clearly this behavior results in an anisotropic distribution function,
hence an anisotropic pressure and an anisotropic apparent temperature.
Such effects have been dealt with at length by Misner (1968), who con-
sidered viscosity and the effects of anisotropic pressure on the Ein-
stein equations in an effort to determine what residual anisotropy might
be observed in our universe under a wide range of assumed initial condi-
tions. Here we will illustrate the applicability of the cell approach
through simple examples.
In the presence of isotropic pressure the energy-momentum tensor in
near-Minkowski cartesian coordinates within a small cell is
p 0 0
0 -p 0 0
0 0 -p 0
0 0 0 -p /
(IV. 53)
The expansion anisotropy leads to an anisotropic pressure, modifying
the
energy-momentum tensor:
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V
0 0 0
u — Ir"
X
(J 0
0
\o
0 -P
y
0
0 0 -p
(IV. 51+)
Dingle's form of Einstein's equations for the flat model then leads to
a modification of equations (ll.25b-d) which now read, with A = 0,
X Y Z Y Z
-SttP = ^ ^ + ^ + ^
y X Z X Z
_8^P =XI^X^I
z X Y X Y
(IV. 55a)
(IV. 55b)
(IV. 55c)
Let us write the 3x3 stress matrix in terms of its isotropic and aniso-
tropic components:
/ P 0 0 ^
X
0 P 0
y
= -(p + p + p)6..+a^
3 X y z ij ~P
(IV. 56)
where
a =
/ ^ (2P -p -p :13 X y z
0
0
^ (2P -P -P )
3 y X z
i (2P - P - P )
/
3 z X y /
(IV. 57)'
Then by equations (IV. 55), equation (II. 57) is modified to read
g = - V ? - ^^gp
(IV. 58)
Now let us crudely approximate a collisionless relativistic gas by
a model in which one-third the particles are moving along each of the
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principal axes of the cell. The number density goes as (XYZ)"^ while
the momentum of each particle falls off as the inverse of the expansion
parameter in the direction of travel, due to reflections off the outward-
moving walls. Thus, since the pressure in any direction is given by the
density of momentum (times c) in that direction, we have
^x
= /Px^"x " (X^YZ)""^ (IV. 59a)
Py oc (XY^Z)-^ (IV. 59b)
P^ « (XYZ^)"-^
. (IV. 59c)
For energy density p, we have
p = (P + P + P ) . (IV. 6o)
X y z
Suppose we begin with an isotropic distribution having density p^
and pressure P^, which is then modified by anisotropic expansion. For
example, a collision-dominated relativistic gas might become collision-
less at some time t^ as the cell expands. Equations (IV. 59) and (lV.60)
then give us, at some future time,
Y Z V X
p = p J:_J._l=p (lV.6la)
X 1 -.2 Y Z 1 V X
V, Y^
p = p ^ _i (lV.6lb)
y 1 V Y
V, z^
p = p -A _i (iv.6ic)
^z 1 V Z
From equations (IV.58) and (IV.61) and the definitions of a and Op it
is seen that the effect of the pressure anisotropy is to support the
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anisotropic expansion which induces it. For example, if the rate of
expansion is greatest in the x direction, then o^^ is positive. P
will fall off faster than or P^ and, according to equations (IV. 57)
and (IV. 58), the contribution of the anisotropic pressure to a^^ will
be positive, weakening the effect of the -(V/V)a^^ dissipation term.
A particularly interesting problem is the determination of the
apparent temperature anisotropy of the background radiation in a model
which has undergone anisotropic expansion since decoupling of the radia-
tion from the hot plasma of the primeval fireball. We adopt for sim-
plicity a model having cylindrical symmetry about the x axis, so that
the expansion parameters Y and Z are equal:
Y E Z E L . (IV. 63)
Quantities at the time of decoupling are denoted by a 1, e.g., X , p (l)
As expansion proceeds, the intensity distribution of the radiation chang
as photons lose momentum. Not only is each photon redshifted, but the
angle between its direction of motion and the x axis changes, due to
the difference in momentum loss along the x axis and orthogonal to it.
The components of momentum of a photon vary according to
From
p = (p + p + P )
^x ^y z
we obtain by equations (IV.6U)
2. • („.65:
2 2 p 2 p 2 2 -1/2
p/p(i) = (VS^ <%-^i-'Si • <"-^«'
P p P
If the angle tetween the photon's path and the x axis is 6, then if we
define
we have
and
y = cos e (IV. 67)
^ = Px/P (IV. 68)
2 ^ 2
P P
—
2
= 1 - y . (IV. 69)
p
Then equation (IV. 66) becomes
X L^/L ^ -1/2
p/p(i) = ^ (y + (i-y^) -^-^} . (IV. TO)
Under cylindrical symmetry, we may write an element of solid angle d9,
as
d£l = 27Tdy (IV.TI)
where y takes on values from -1 to +1. The photons which are observed
in 62 were, at decoupling, in solid angle given by
d^^ = 27Tdy = 27rd(p (l)/p(l) . (IV. 72)
J_ -L X
By equations (lV.6i+) and (IV. 70), equation (IV. 72) becomes
L^/L 2 -1/2
dfi, = 27Td{y[y + (1-y ) -5 ^] }
l^^/l^.^ o o -3/2
= dJ^ [y2 + (l-y2) —^] . (IV. 73)
X^/X^^ X^/X^^
The photon redshift is given by
v/v^ = p/p(l) (IV.7U)
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and hence the observed frequency range dv is related to the frequency
range dv^ at decoupling "by
dv = (v/v^)dv^ = [p/p(l)]dv^
. (IV. 75)
If at decoupling there are V^dn^(l) photons in the frequency range dv^
and solid angle d^^ in a cell, then these same photons at a later time
are in dvdf^:
V^dn^(l) = Vdn^ (IV. 76)
so that dn is determined as
Y
dn^ = (V^/V)dn^(l)
. (IV.77)
The intensity I^ is defined so that I^dvdfi is the energy density (times c'
of radiation in dvdfi, which is expressed in the following equation:
I^dvdTi = chv(dnydv)dv . (IV.78)
This can also be written
cdn(l) V
I dvdf^ =
^ In dv^dJ^ hv, — rr (IV. 79)V dv^di^^ 1 1 1 V
or
V
I^dVdJ^ = B(v^,T^)dv^d:2^ ^ ^
(IV. 80)
2 2
where B is the Planck function. Expressing V^/V as X^L^ /(XL ) and
using equations (IV. 73) to (IV. 75) to re-write dv^dJ^^ v/v^, we obtain
X,L,^
^ o
L^/L.^ -3/2
I = B(V,,TJ ^4- {y^ -H (1-y^) . (IV. 81)
^ 1 ^ XL^ XVX
The functional dependence of B(v^,T^) is
86
hv /kT
B(v^,T^) oc v^3^e 1 1 - 1}-!
. (,^.82)
Re-writing in terms of v by equations (IV.TO) and (IV.TM, equation
(IV.81) then beeomes
= B(v, T(y)) (IV, 83)
where
' X 2 L^/L.^ -1/2
T(y) = T ^ iu'' + (l-u^) ^-^} . (IV. 8U)
Thus, the radiation in any given direction has a thermal spectrum, but
the apparent temperature varies with direction. Equation (IV.81+) agrees
with Misner (1968)
.
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APPENDIX A
The equations of motion for a perfect fluid are
where
^v;y = ° (A.l)
= (p-HP)u\ - 6^P
. (A.2)
Equations (A.l) and (A. 2) yield
(p + P)u\ + u [(p + p)u^] _p =0
.
Multiplying equation (A. 3) by u^ and using the relation
(A. 3)
V
u u = 0 (A U)
we obtain
[(p + P)u^] - u^'p
^
= 0 (A. 5)
which is the continuity equation. Using equation (A.5)» equation
(a. 3) becomes
(p + P)u^u + u u^P - P = 0 . (A. 6)
v;y V ,a ,v
It is required that p and P are constant on any three-surface orthogonal
to the world lines of the fluid elements. Hence, there must be no com-
ponent of p or P orthogonal to u . For the orthogonal component,
,
V , V V
P (1), of P we write
or equivalently
,
u U^'P - P = 0 . (A. 8)
V ,0 ,v
Using equation (A. 8) in equation (A. 6) we find
90
"%;y = ° • (A.9)
Using equation (A. 8) in equation (A. 5) we also find
+ (P-^P)^^P = 0
. (A. 10)
Equations (A. 9) and (A. 10) contain only four independent equations be-
tween them, since they come from equation (A. 3). In practice we will
make use of the three equations of motion
= 0 (A. 11)
and the continuity equation (A. 10). Equation (A.9) is actually just
the geodesic equation of motion, and it is clear that the requirement
that there be no spatial pressure gradient results in the fluid elements
behaving like free particles.
Equation (A, 11) can be written
u u. - o g . u^u = 0 (A. 12)
or equivalently
,
u u - TT g g u u = 0 . (A. 13)
In the low-velocity limit we can use u'^ = v""" and u° = 1 to sufficient
(2)
accuracy, and with h_^ = h.^ and h.. = 0 the equations of motion in
' 00 00 Oi
the near-Minkowski metric become ' i
The continuity equation (A.IO) is used in the form
p + (p + P)(|-f 1+ |) = 0 (A. 15;
which is arrived at in the low-velocity limit with v given by equa-
tion (II. 6).
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APPENDIX B
The infinitesimal coordinate transformations referred to at several
points in Chapter II have been developed, as the need arose, on some-
what of a trial and error basis. Some useful examples are demonstrated
in this Appendix. Terms of higher than second order in the spatial
Taylor series for the components of the metric tensor are always dropped.
Terms in the near-Minkowski line element of the form
a(t)xdxdt + b(t)ydydt + c(t)zdzdt
are removed by the transformation
t f -
^
a(t)x'2 - ^b(t)y'2 -
^
c(t)z'2
. (B.l)
However, the transformation produces terms of the following types:
22 22 22 22 22 22
x dt
, y dt , z dt , x dx , y dy , z dz , xydxdy, xzdxdz , and yzdydz.
2 2A term of the form -a(t)x dx is removed by the transformation
X = x' - I a(t)x'^ . (B.2)
A line element containing cross terms of the form a(t)xydxdy is
diagonalized by transformations of the form
X = x' - i; b(t)x'y'^
^ (B.3)
y = y' - ^ c(t )x'^y'
where b(t) + c(t) = a(t).
2 2 2 2
A pair of terms of the form -a(t)y dx - b(t)x dy may be modified
1 2 2 2 2
to read - — (a + b)(y dx +x dy ) by the transformation
1 2
X = x' - r- (b - a)y' x'
(B.M
1 2 '
y = y' +
-j^ (b - a)x' y
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APPENDIX C
Equation (II.U8) is obtained by substituting the right-hand sides
of equations (lI.l;Ta-d) into equation (A. 15) in the following way:
- (lI.UTb) - ^. (lI.liTc) - |. (lI.iiTd) = 0.


